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INTRODUCTIOi¥f 

The Me碍 ercompacta were introduced by K. Menger [Me]. They were gen-

era1izations of the Cantor set and of the Sierpinski's universal curve [Si]. The 

n-dimensional Menger compactumμηis known as a universal space for at 

most n-dimensional compacta and is very impotant in Dimension Theory. The 

1-dimensional Menger compactum is called the universal curve and is charac-

terized topologically by R. D. Anderson [An1]. In 1984ヲ M.Bestvina [Be] estab-

lished the topological characterizations for Menger compacta in all dimensions， 

which give a new point of view that the n-dimensional Menger compactum is 

the n-dimensional (finite申 dimensional)analogue of the Hilbert cube. He also 

build up the foundation of the Menger manifold theory parallel to the theory of 

Hilbert cube manifolds. After his work， A. N. Dranishnikov， A. Chigogidze and 

the others have been established many important theorems of Menger ma凶由

folds ([Dr2]， [Ch1， 2， 3， 4， 5， 6]， [GHW]， etc). For the history and related topics 

of Me時 ermanifolds， see [CKT2]. 

In this paper， we first study some stable Me時 ermanifolds (μユーmanifolds)

and give their topological characterization. Besides， we consider some mapping 

properties and homeomorphism groups of Menger manifolds. Then we recon-

struct Menger manifolds to consider their product structure. Finally， we study 

group actions on Menger manifolds. 
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1n Chapter 1， we give terminology and notations， and present some basic 

properties of Menger manifolds which will be needed in the sequel. 

1n Chapter 11， we defineμど1-manifoldswhich is a class of non-compact 

Menger manifolds and give a characterization theorem for μζト1由 manifolds.A. 

Chigogidze [Ch3] introduced the notion of the r山 omotopykernel ofμ叫 1

manifolds and established the stability of n-homotopy kernels. Our characteri-

zation theorem implies that the class ofμど1-manifoldscoinside with the class 

ofμη+1-manifolds which are homeomorphic to their n-homotopy kernels. 

Brown and Cassler [Br] proved that each cornpact connected n-manifolds 

can be obtained from the n-cube by making identifications on the boundary. 

This was gene凶 izesby Berlanga [Ber] to non-compact connected n-manifolds. 

1n Chapter 1II， we give a mapping theorem of Brown-Cassler type for μη+1 

manifolds. Roughly speaking， it is shown that each compact connected μη+1 

manifolds can be obtained by makind identifications on some thin set. 

It was proved by R. D. Anderson [An4] that the homeomorphism group of 

the l-dimensional Menger compactum is algebraically simple. Chapter 1V is 

devoted to extend this result to all dimensions. 

1n Chapter V， we introd uce the infinite coordinate systems for μn _ manifolds， 

called μn-coordinate systems. Using μn-coordinate systemsう wecharacterize Z-

sets in terms of infini te deficiency. Then we discuss how to define a kind of 

the Cartesian product in the category ofμn-manifolds. It should be noted that 

the Cartesian prod uct ofμn-manifolds (e.g.μη ×μη) is neither a μ川 nanifold

nor a μ2n-manifold. However，μn-coordinate systems allow us to define the 

~n-product which plays the role of the Cartesian product in the category of 

μηーmanifolds.

1n Chapter V1， we consider group actions on Menger manifolds and their 

ゐcedpiont sets. The main purpose of this chapter is to show that each μ凡
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manifold M has the complete invariance property with respect to homeomor-

phisms， that is， if each non-empty closed subset of M is the fixed point set of 

some autohomeomorphism of M. This gives the affirmative answers to the ques-

tions [S3] and [CKT2， Problems 6.4.3， 6.4.4] in full generality. More generally， 

we can prove that any closed set of a Menger manifold can be the fixed point set 

of some semi-free G-action， where G is a compacr zero-dimensional topological 

abelian group. Using the notion of infinite deficiency which will be introduced 

in Chapter V， the theorem above can be generalized to the pseudo四 interiors

and pseudo-boundaries of Menger manifolds. Mo:reover， it is shown that every 

μn-manifold admits a free G-action with a G-invariant pseudか interiorand a 

G-invariant pseudo-boundary. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 

The purpose of this chapter is to introd uce basic notations and terminologies 

and to present some basic properties of Menger mlanifolds and absorbers which 

will be needed in the sequel. 

91.1. GENERAL DEFINITIONS 

All spaces considered in this dissertation are assumed to be separable metriz-

able and all maps are assumed to be continuous. By the letter d， we denote 

the metric of any spaces under consideration unless otherwise stated. 

For a subset A of a space X， C1x A， Intx A and Frx A denote the topological 

closure， interior and boundary of A in X respectively. 

Let U be a cover of a space X consisting of su bsets of X and let A be a 

su bset of X. The stαr 01 A with respect to U is the set 

St(A，U) = U{UεμIA n lJ #日}

Let X be a space， A a subspace of X and let () ~ nく∞.We say that X is 

ωnnected in dimension n， abbreviated Cぺprovidedthat for every 0 ~ m ~ n 

every map f sm → X extends to a map j JAm+l→ X. Also， we say 

that X is locally connected in dimension η， abbreviated LCぺprovidedthat 
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for every x εX， for every neighborhood U of x and for every 0 ::; m ::; n and 

for every neighborhood U of x in X， there exists a neighborhood V of x in X 

such that every map f : sm → V extends to a map I : ]Bm+l→ U. We say 

that A is a retract of X provided that there is a map r : X → A such that 

rlA = idA・Wesay that A is a neighborhood retract of X provided that there 

exists a neighborhood U of A in X such that A is a retract of U. A space X 

is called a αbsolute neighborhood retractヲ abbreviatedAN R provided that X is 

a neighborhood retract of evvery space Y containing X as a closed subspace. 

A compactum X is called a UVn-compactuIn provided that there is an 

embedding of X into the Hilbert cube Q such that every neighborhood U of 

X in Q has a smaller neighborhood V of X in Q with the following properties: 

each map f :θ]Bt→ V can be extended to a map .f : ]Bt→ U for i = 0， 1， .・・ ，n.

A map is called a UVn-mαp if each fibre is a UVn-compactum. 

A map f: X → Y is called an n-soft if for every at most n-dimensional space 

A， every closed subspace B of A and every mapsα :A→ Y and s: B → X 

with αIB = f s， there exists a mapγ :A→ X such that fγ=αand γIB=s. 

In casde B =仇thenthe map f is called an n-invertible. 

Let {Xi， p~+l }~o be an inverse sequence and let X =担{Xi，p~+l}三o be 

the inverse limit. We denote the projection onto the ith coordinate Xi by Pi : 

X → Xiヲ anddenote p~ : Xj→ Xi， j > i for the map induced by the bonding 

maps. We assume that Xi is metrized by a metric di with diam(Xi) < 2-t and 

endow the prod uct space日立。Xiwith the metric d(x， y) = I:~o di(Xi， Yi). 

For each n三0，we consider I1~o Xi as a subspace of I1三。Xi.

Let K and L be simplicial complexes. The barycentric subdivision of K 

is denoted by s(K). The r凶 keletonof a simplicial complex K is denoted by 

K(ηBy  K x L， we mean the simplicial complex obtained as the barycentric 

subdivision of the cell complex {σ ×ァ |σε K，T εL}. We remark that for a 
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vertex V of L， K x {v}三グ(K).

91.2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF MENGER MANIFOLDS 

In this section， we present some basic properties of Menger manifolds which 

will be needed in the sequel. 

Let IIk be the k-cell in ]Rk and let ん = {IIk}. For i = 0ぅ1ぅ2，・・・ヲ let κi be 

the cell complex whose k-cells are cubes obtained by dividing the k-cube IIk by 

alllinear (k -l)-varieties in ]Rk determined by equations of the form Xj = 1/3j， 

j=lヲ2，3γ ・汁 o::; 1 ::; 3J • 

Let Mo = 1κ。1and 0三n三k.We inductively define Mi， i三1as follows: 

Mi = St(1κ乙11，κi)n M-iー1・

Then the intersection M~ n{Mi}~O is called the Me旬 ercompactum 0/ 

type (k， n). The n-dimensional universal Me吋 ercompactumμηis the Menger 

compactum of type (2η+ 1， n)， that is，μη= M~n+1. There are many construc-

tions of the universal Menger compactum. For example， Lefschetz's construc-

tion， Pasy此 ov'sconstruction， Bestvina's construction， etc.， see [Be]， [Dr3] and 

[CKT2]. 

An n-dimensional M enger mαni/old (/Ln-manifold) is a topological manifold 

modeled on the n-dimensional universal Menger eompactumμη. 

A space X satisfies the disjoint k-disks property (DDk P， for short)， if for 

each open cover U of X and each pair of maps /1ヲ 12: ]Ak → X， there are maps 

gl， 92:]Ak → X with disjoint images such that li and 9i are U-close， i = 1，2. 

The following is the Bestvina's characterization theorem for μn _ manifolds 

ρ
U
 

B
 

Theorem 1.2.1 (Characte巾 ation).An n-diulensional space (respectively， 

compactu吋
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only if X satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) X is locally compact (respectively， compact)， 

(ii) X おLCnー
1(respectively， LCnー 1n Cn-1

) and 

(iii) X satisfies D DηP. 

We say two (proper) maps f，9 : X→ Y are (properly) n・homotopic(nota-

tion: f ~n 9， f ~; 9， respectively) if， for any (proper) mapα :Z → X 仕om

a space Z with dim Z三ninto X， the compositions fαand 9αare (properly) 

homotopic in the usual sense. The notion of n-hornotopy equivalence is defined 

in 0 bvious way. 

Proposition 1.2.1 [Hu]. Let f : X → Y be a map， where dim X < n and 

Y is LCn. Then for any open cover U of Y， there are mapsψ:X→ P and 

ψ:P→ Y such that f and ψψ are U-homotopic， where P is a locally五nite

polyhedron with dim P ::; n. In particular， we can choose ψas a proper map. 

Let us recall that a map f : X → Y is said to be n-invertible if for any space 

Z with dim Z ::; n and any mapα :Z → Yヲ thereexists a map s : Z → x 

such that f s =α. 

Proposition 1.2.2 [Ch2]. Every μn-manifold admits a proper n-invertible 

uvn-1-surjection onto a Q-manifold. 

Proposition 1.2.3 [Ch3]. Two j.ln-manifolds admitting proper Uい -l-sur-

jections onto the same LCn-1-space are homeomorphic. 

A closed subset A of X is called a Z -set in X provided that for every open 

cover U of X there is a map f : X → X¥A such that f and idx are U-close. For 

a locally compact LCn-1-space X with dim X ::; n， this definition is equivalent 

to the following: for any map f nn→ X and any ε> 0， there is a map 

9 : nn→ X¥A which is e-close to f (cf. [Be， Proposition 2.3.6]). 
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The following theorem is d ue to Be町 ina[Be].， where it is stated in terms 

ofμ-homotopy. However， as is known [Ch1]， the notion of μ-homotopy coin-

cides with one of n-homotopy for maps between locally compact LCn-spaces 

of dimension at most n + 1. 

Theorem 1.2.2 (Z-set unknotting theorem). Let M be a μn+1-manifold 

and 1: A→ B be a homeomorphism between Z-sets in M. If 1 ~; idA in M， 

then 1 extends to a homeomorphism h : M → M. 

An n-homotopy kernel of a μη+l-manifold M is defined to be the comple-

ment M ¥I(M) of the image of an arbitrary Z-embedding 1 : M → M with 

f ~; idM . Using the Z-set unknotting theorem， two n-homotopy kernels are 

homeomorphic by an ambient homeomorphism of M onto itself. By Ker(M)， 

we denote a representative of n-homotopy kernels of M. 

Let us recall that a map 1 : X→ Y is said to be n-invertible if for any space 

Z with dim Z ~ n and any mapα :Z → Y， there exists a map s : Z → X 

such that 1 s =α. 

The following proposition is actually proved in [Ch3]. 

Proposition 1.2.4. For each J.Ln+1-manifold M there exists a proper (π+ 1)-

invertible UVn-surjection f M → M X [0ヲ1]such that 1-1(M X [0，1)) = 

Ker(M). 

Theorem 1.2.3 [Dr2]. There exists an (n + l)-invertible UVn-surjection In : 

μη+1→ Q satisかingthe following condition: 

(*) 1;;1 (X) is a μn+1-manifold for any locally compact LCn-space X C Q. 

Theorem 1.2.4 [Ch4]. For each locally五nitepolyhedron K， there exists a 

proper (n + l)-invertible UVn-surjection fK : MK→ K 企oma μn+1-manifold 

MK onto K satisかingthe following conditions: 

(α) IK1(L)おaμn+1-manifold for any c10sed subpolyhedron L of K; 
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(b) IK
1 (Z) is a Z-set in 1云1(L) for any Z-set .z in a c10sed s凶Ipolybedron 

L ofK. 

Let 1 : X → Y be a proper map. We say that 1 induces an epimorphism 

01 jth homotopy groups 01 ends if for every compactum C C Y there exists a 

compactum K C Y such that for each point x εX¥1-1 (K) and every map 

α: (&1 ， *)→ (Y¥KヲI(x))there exist a map a : (8ヘ*)→ (X¥1-1(C)，x) and a 

homotopy 1 a ~αrel .* in Y¥C. Also we say that 1 induces αmonomorphism 

01 jth homotopy groups 01 ends if for every compactum C C Y there exists a 

compactum K C Y such that for every map a : SJ→ X¥f-1(K) with la ~ * 

in Y ¥K it follows that凸ご*in X¥1-1 (C). It is said that 1 induces αn 

isomorphism 01 jth homotopy gro叩 s01 ends if l ind uces both epimo叩 hism

and monomorphism of jth homotopy groups of ends. 

Theorem 1.2.5 (Classification) [Be]. Let f M → N be a proper map 

between μn-manifolds. 1汀f1 induces iおsomor中phiおsmlsof bomotωopy groups of di-

mension 三η 一1 and of ends of dim児悶e臼nsion三η 一1， then 1 is properly (n -1)-

homotopic to a homeomorphism. 

31.3. ABSORBERS 

This section is devoted to present some basic facts concerning absorbers of 

Polish spaces. The facts stated in this section will be used only in chapter IV. 

Let X be a Polish space， i.e.， a complete separable metric space. By Auth(X)， 

we denote the space of all homeomorphisms of X endowed with the limitation 

topology. Let r be a closed subgroup of Al川l(X)and κbe a closed hereditary， 

additive and r -invariant collection consisting of closed subsets of X， i.e.， if D 

is a closed subset of some member of J( then D εκand if A， B εκand f εr 

then I(A U B)εκ. Let {Ai}乞1be a tower of n1embers ofκ. Then {Ai}乞1

is called a r-κ-skeleton provided that for each open cover U of X， for each 
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A，B εκ， for each f εr with f(B) c Ai' there is h εr w hich is U -close to 

f such that hlB = flB and h(A) c Aj for some j三i.The union U乞1Ai is 

called a r-κ-skeletoid if the collection {Ai}乞1is a r-κ-skeleton. A subset A 

of X is called a r-κ-αbsorber if there is a family {}(d乞1of members ofκwith 

A=u乞1Ki such that for each open collection U of X， for each B εκ， there is 

h εr such that hlX¥uU = id， hl uU is U-close to id and h(B n (UU)) c A. In 

case r = Auth(X)， r-κ-skeletons， r-κ-skeletoids and I¥κ-absorbers are called 

κ-skeletons，κ-skeletoids and κ-absorbers respectively. 

A subset A c X is called a thin set if for each open cover U of X and for 

each open set VコA，there is f εAu凶th(可(X)which i詰sU-close tωo凶dsuch that 

flX ¥V = id and f(A) n A == 0. A closed hereditary， additive and Auth(X)-

invariant collection κof a Polish space X is called a perfect collection provided 

that 

(1) each member of κis a compact thin set in X， 

(2) for each Aεκ， for each neighborhood ¥1 of A and each open cover 

U of X， there exists an open refinementνof U such that V B εκ 

with B c Vヲ Vhomeomorphism f A → B which is ν-close to id， 

ヨFεAuth(X)which is U-close to id with FIA == f and FIX¥V == id. 

For each open subset U of X， we put κ(U) == {KεκI K c U}， 

Al川l(XIIX¥U)={FεAl川l(X)I FIX¥U = id}. 

Theorem 1.3.1 [BP， Chap. IV， Theorem 4.1]. Letκbe a perfect collection， A 

a κ-skeletoid in X and U an open subset of X. Then An U is an Auth(XIIX¥ 

U)-κ(U)-skeletoid in X. 

Hence any K-skeletoid is a κ-absorber ifκis a perfect collection. The 

uniqueness of r -K-absorbers follows from the next theorem. 

Theorem 1.3.2 [We]. Let A and B be two r-)ビ-absorbersin X. Then for 
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each open collection U of X， there is f εr which is U -c1ose to id such that 

f(A n (UU)) = B n (UU) and flx ¥(UU) = id. 

Proposition 1ふ 1[BP， Chap. IV， Proposition 4:.1]. Let κbe a perfect col-

lection in a space X and let {Ai}乞1be a collection of members ofκsuch that 

Ai C Ai+ 1 for each i εN. Then {Ai}乞1 is a κ:-skeleton if and only if， for 

every Z εκ，k εN，ε> 0， there exists an embedding f : Z → X such that 

d(f， id) <ε， flZ n Ak = idznAk and f(Z) C Aj for some j三k.

Theorern 1.3.3 [Ch4]. For each locally finite polyhedron K， there exists a 

proper n-invertible UVnー l-surjectionf K : MK → K 企oma μn _ manifold M K 

onto K satisぞyingthe following conditions: 

(α) fK
1 (L) is a μn-manifold for any c10sed sゆIpolyhedronL of K; 

(b) fK
1(Z) is a Z-set in fK

1(L) for any Z-set Z in a c10sed sゆIpolyhedron 

L ofK. 

11 



11. STABLE MENGER 1¥在ANIFOLDS

In [Ch3]， Chigogidze introduced the notion of the r山 omotopykernel of 

a μη+l-manifold and proved the following classification theorem for μη+1 

manifolds: Two μη+l-manifolds have the same n-homotopy type if and only 

if their n-homotopy kernels are homeomorphic. There are close relations be-

tween Hilbert cube manifold (Q-manifold) theory and Me時 ermanifold theory 

and the rトhomotopykernel of a μη+l-manifold plays the role of the product 

X X [0，1) of a Q-manifold X with [0，1). It is said that X is [O，l)-stαble if it is 

homeomorphic to (さ)X X [0，1). 

Wo時 [Wo]showed that a Q-manifold X is [O，l)-stable if and only if X 

is proper1y contractible to∞， that isぅ forany co:mpactum K in X there is a 

proper map j K : X → X¥K which is proper1y homotopic to idx. Replacing 

a proper homotopy with a proper n-homotopy， we have the notion of prope併rl

7ルZトl，-Cωontraαcti必似blたetωO ∞ • Moreover we say that X is properly loc α lly (n-) contractible 

d ∞if for any compactum K c X there is a conlpactum L c X with K c L 

such that for each compactum L' c X with L c L' there exists a proper map 

jL' : X¥L → X¥L' which is properly (ル)homotopic to id x¥L in X¥K.ln 

this chapter we defineμど1-manifoldsas jLn+1-n1anifolds which are proper1y 
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n-contractible to∞and properly locally ル contractibleat∞and show the 

following characterization theorem forμ~+1-manifolds (Theorem 2.1.1). 

Theorem 1. Let M be a ρ+1-manifold. Then ~vf is a μど1_manifold if and 

only if M is homeolnorphic to its n-holnotopy kernel Ker(M). 

We will show that two n-homotopic proper maps into a μ主ト1-manifoldare 

properly n-homotopic (see Lemma 2.2.1). Thus we can remove the requirement 

of an n-homotopy between μど1-manifoldto be proper， whence we obtain the 

following Z-set unknotting theorem forμU1ィnanifolds.Then we can obtain 

the following (Theorem 2.2.1). 

Theorem 11. Each homeomorphism between two Z-sets in a μζト1ィnanifold

M extends to an ambient homeomorphism of M onto itself if it is n-homotopic 

to id in凡1.

From Theorem 2.2 in [Ch3]， it follows that two μど1_manifolds of t he same 

n-homotopy type are homeomorphic. Similarly to [C1， Theorem 5]， we can 

clarify the relation between n-homotopy equivalences and homeomorphisms 

(Theorem 2.2.2)， that is， 

Theorem 111. An n-homotopy equivalence between two μご1-manifoldsお

n-homotopic to a homeomorphism. 

Moreover as same as [O，l)-stable Q-manifolds [C1， Lemma 3.6]， we can 

strengthen the open embedding theorem (Theorern 2.2.3)ヲ see[Ch2ヲ3].

Theorem IV. Each map fI・oma μζト1-manifoldinto a μn+1-manifold is n四

homotopic to an open embedding. 

92.1. CHARACTERIZATION OF μど1-MANIFOLDS

A space X is said to be properly (n-) contractible to∞if for any compactum 

K in X there exists a proper map jK X → X¥K w hich is properly (ηー
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)homotopic to idx・ Iffor any compactum K C À~ there exists a compactum 

L C X with K c L such that for each compacturn L' C X with L c L' there 

exists a proper map jv : X¥L → X¥L' w hich is properly (rりhomotopicto 

idx¥L in X¥K then a space X is said to be propedy locαlly (n-) contractible at 

∞. It is easy to see that for any space X， X X [0， 1) is properly contractible to 

∞and properly locally contractible at ∞. 

Lemma 2.1.1. Let X be properly n-contractible to∞and properly locally 

n-co山首ctibleat ∞• Then for each compact cover {Xi hEW of X with Xi c 

intXi+1， there exist a sゆ cover{Xi l.~ Ikε 叫 0=20く む く ら く ・ ・ ・ }and a 

col1ection of proper maps {f k X → X¥Xtk}kω such thatん=idx and 

!k-lど ; !k in X¥Xik_2 for k三1，where Xi_1 = o. 

Proof. For technical reasons we assume that Xo = o. Let L-2 = L-l = Lo = o. 
We shall inductively choose integers 0 = i-2 = i--l = ioくらくらく・・・ and

construct compacta Lk-l C Xil.~ C Lk and proper maps j k : X¥Lk-2→ X¥Xik， 

k εωヲ satisfyingthe following conditions: 

(1) jo = idx・

(2) For each compactum M コLkthere is a proper map j M : X ¥Lk→ 

X¥M such that jM ~; idx¥Lk: in X¥XiA'_2・

(3) jk ~; idx\L I.~ -2 in X \ Xil.~ _2 ・

Let i1 1. Being X properly rトcontractibleto∞and properly locally ル

contractible at∞ヲ thereexist a proper map jl : .X → X¥Xi1 with jl ~; id 

and a cor叩 actumL1コX1satisfying (2). Since X =しJ促 ωXiand Xi CintXi+1 

there exists i2 > i1 such that Xi2コL1.As in the above arguments there exist 

a proper map j2 : X → X¥Xi2 with j2 ~; idx and a cor叩 actumL2コXi2

satisfying (2). 

Assume that， for k 三2， io < i1 < ・・・ く ik ~， Lk， and jk X¥Lk-2 → 
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X¥Xik have been constructed. Choose ik+l >九sothat Xik+1 コLk.Since 

Xik+1 コLk-l，by the property (2) of Lk-l' there exists a proper map jXik+1 

X¥Lkー 1→ X¥Xik+1 such that jXiJ.O+lご;idx¥LJ.o-lin X¥Xikー 1・Thenput 

jk+l = jXik+l・ SinceX is properly locally n-contractible at∞， there exists a 

compactum Lk+lコXik+1 satisfying (2). 

Now define fk = jk'" jo : X → X¥Xik for Jc εωand observe that the 

collections ofcompacta {Xik}kEW and maps {!k}kEωare as desired. 口

A J.l n+l-manifold is called a μ~+l-mani!old if it is properly n-contractible 

to∞and properly locally n-contractible at ∞. Theorem 1 is contained in the 

following. 

Theorem 2.1.1 (Characterization). For a μn+l_ma凶foldM the following 

conditions are equivalent: 

(1) M is a μどl-manifold.

(2) M 竺 Ker(M).

(3) There is a proper (n + l)-invertible UVn-surjection f : M → X onto 

some [0，1)申 stableQ-manifold X. 

(4) There is a proper (n + l)-invertible UVn・.surjection9 : M → Y onto 

a space Y whichおproperlyn-contractible to∞and properly locally 

n-contractible at ∞. 

Proof. We shall prove that (1)今 (2).First we shall choose a compact cover 

{Mi}の ofM with Mi C intMi+1ぅtεω such that the topological froI山 rFrMi

is a Z-set in M ¥intMi. To this end，五xa proper UVn-surjection 9 : M →x 

onto a Q-manifold X. Then choose a compact cover {Xi}iEωof X consisting 

of Q四 manifoldwith Xi C intXi+1 such that FrXi is a Z-set in both Xi and 

X¥intXi， i εω(see [C2]， [CS]). For each i εω， by the relative triangulation 

theorem for Q-manifolds [C3]， we may assume that X = PxQ， Xi = PixQ and 
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X¥intXi =弓 xQ for a locally finite polyhedron P and closed subpolyhedra 

Pi，弓 CP. Note that Pi n P2 is a Z-set in 弓.Let fp : Mp→ P be a proper 

UVn-surjection from a μn+l-manifold Mp onto P satisfying the condition (b) 

in Theorem 1.2.4. Since the composition η g:M → P is proper UVn (w here 

πp PxQ  → P is the canonical projection)， there is a homeomorphism 

k:Mp→ M by Proposition 1.2.3. Then by the prope均 (b)of fp， fpl(pfn弓)

is a Z-set in fpl(p~) and so is the topological frontier of fpl(pf). Now let 

Mi = kfpl(pf)， iεω. Then the compact cover {MihEωof M is the required 

one. 

By Lemma 2.1.1， there is a collection of maps {九 :M→ M ¥Mi}iEωsuch 

that fo = idMぅ L2;ft+1inM ¥Mi-l for i εω. Using the Z喧 embedding

approximation theorem for μn+l-manifolds [Be， 2.3.8]， we can choose fi as a 

Z-embedding for each i εω. Put Ki M ¥!i(M) for iさ1. Then since 

λ竺;idM ， by the definition of n-homotopy kern山， we have Kiさ Ker(M).

By Theorem 1.1， being fi ~; Ii+l in M ¥Mi-l and FrMi_1 a Z-set in M ¥ 

int Mi-l' there exists a homeomorphism hi M → λ;[ such that hifi = fi+l 

and hilMi_1 = id. Note that hi(Ki) = Ki+l・ Nowwe define h K1 → M 

by h 1imi→∞ん...h1・Thenhlhーl(intM，)二九十2・・・ h11九一1(i川イ‘)・ In fact， 

suppose that h( x) i= hi+2・・・ h1(x) for some x εh-1 (intMi). Then there is an 

open subset U of intMi such that h(x)εU C U and hi+2・・・ h1(x)tt u. Since 

hjlintMi = id for j 三i+ 2， hj... h1(x) = hi+2・・・ h1(x)ヂU for all j 三i+ 2. 

This contradicts the definition of h. 

One can easily see that h is injective. Moreover， since M = UiEωMi and 

hi... h1(K1) = KiコMi'it follows that h is surjective. To finish the proof， it 

only remains to note that h is open. Thus h is a homeomorphism. 

To prove (2)キ (3)，assume M さ Ker(M). ThenヲbyProposition 1.2.4ヲ there

is a proper (n+1)ーinvertibleUVn-surjection 9 : M → Mx  [0，1). Let h : M → Y 
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be a proper UVn-surjection onto a Q-manifold Y (Proposition 1.2.2). Since 

Y X [0， 1) is a [O，l)-stable Q-manifold， the composition (h X id[o，l))g : M → 

Y X [0ぅ1)is the required one. 

(3) =今(4) is trivial. 

Finally we shall show that (4)キ (1).Let h : M" → X be a proper (n + 1)ー

invertible UVn-surjection onto a space X properly n-contractib1e to∞and 

properly 10cally rトcontractibleat ∞. Let K be a compactum in M. Then there 

exists a compactum L' in X with h(K) c L' such that for each compactum F' 

with L' c F' there exist proper maps i~(K) : X→ X¥h(K) and j~， : X¥L'→ 

X¥Fr such that ti(K)竺 ;idxin X and jb，2;idx¥L' in X¥h(K). Let 

L = h-1 (L') and F be a compactum containing L. Since h is proper (n + 1)-

invertible， there exist proper maps iK : M → M ¥K and jF: M ¥L → M ¥F 

such that hiK = i~(K)h and hjF =ぷ(F)九

Consider a proper mapα :Z → M ¥L (c M ¥h-1h(I())， where dimZ三n.

We shall now show that jFαis properly homotopic toαin M ¥K. 針。m

Proposition 1.2.1， we mayωsume without 10ss of generality that Z is a locally 

finite polyhedron. Let H : (X¥L') X [0ぅ1]-→ X¥h(K) be a proper homotopy 

from idx¥L，to d(F)・ ThenH(hαX id) : Z X [0ヲ1]→ X¥h(K)is a proper 

homotopy from hαto j~(F)hα = hjFα. Being hIM¥h-1h(K) : M ¥h-1h(K)→ 

X¥h( K) is proper UVぺby[La， 33， Lemma A]， there exists a proper homotopy 

F : Z X [0，1]→ M ¥h-1h(K) from αto JFα. Thus jF ~; idM¥L in M ¥K. 

Simi1arl)らwecan conclude iF ~; idM. 口

32.2. PROPERTIES OFμどl-MANIFOLDS

Lemma 2.2.1. Let f : X → Yb仇eama叩p五'oma locally compact space X i泊ntωoa

LCr凡t_s叩~ace Y admitting a prope灯r(いn+1り)-i泊n¥口v附r

Y X [伊0，1り).Then f is n-homotopic to a proper map whenever dim X 三n+1.
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Moreover， if f is a proper map n-homotopic to a proper map 9 : X → Y then 

f~; g. 

Proof. Fix a proper map p X → [0， 1) and let h : Y → Y X [0ヲ1)be a 

proper (η+ l)-invertible UVn-surjection. Let q : )[→ Y X [0，1) be the map 

defined by q(x) = (h1f(x)，p(x))ぅwhereh(x) = (h1(x)， h2(x))， X εX. Then q 

is proper and homotopic to hf. By the (n + 1 )-inve凶 bilityof h， there is a map 

f': X → Y such that hf' = q. Note that f' is proper and hf' ~ hf. Thus by 

the lifting property of h [La， 33， Lemma A]， we conclude that f竺 η f'. 

Next suppose that f is a proper map n-homotopic to a proper map 9 : X → 

Y. Let α:Z → X be a proper map， where dim Z ~ n. We shall show that 

fα 竺 p 9α. By Proposition 1.2.1ヲ wemay assume without 10ss of genera1ity 

that Z is a locally finite polyhedron. Let {YihEuJ be a compact cover of Y 

with 九=o and yi c intYi+l， i εω. Then for each i 三1，let Zi be a compact 

subpolyhedron of Z such that 

(hfα) -1 (Wi) U (h 9α)一1(Wi) C Zi C intZi+1' 

where Zo = o and Wi = yi X [0， 1 -2-t
]. Since fど η g，we can fix a homotopy 

Go : Z X [0ヲ1]→ Yfrom fαto 9α. For kど1ヲ weshall ind uctive1y construct 

a homotopy 

Gk: (Z¥intZ2k-2) X [0， 1]→ Y¥h-1(W2k_5) 

from the restriction fαI of fαto the one 9αI of 9αsatisfying the following 

conditions: 

(l)k Gk((Z¥intZ2k) X [0，1]) C Y ¥h-1(W2k_2); 

(2)k Gk = Gk-1 on FrZ2k-2 X [0，1]. 

Let Fi : [0，1)→ [1 -2一¥1)be the map defined by 

Fi(t) = 1 + (t -1)2-t 
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for each i 三1.Suppose that a homotopy 

Gk: (Z¥intZ2k-2) X [0，1]→ Y¥hー 1(W2k-5) 

has been constructed for k εω. Then let 

Ak+l = (Z¥intZ2k) X {O， 1} U FrZ2k X [0，1] 

and 

Bk+l = (hGk)-1(W2k+1) n (Z¥intZ2k+2) X [0，1]. 

Since Ak+l and Bk+l are disjoint closed， we can choose s : (Z¥intZ2k) X [0，1]→ 

[0，1] such that s(Ak+1) = 0 and s(Bk+1) = 1. Define 

G~+l : (Z¥intZ2k) X [0， 1]→ Y X [0ぅ1)¥W2k-2

by 

G~+l(ω) = (Sk(ω)， (1 -s(ω) )tk (ω) + s(ω)九k+2tk(ω))ヲ

where hGk(ω) = (Sk(ω)， tk (ω) )， ωε (Z¥intZ2k) X [0， 1]. By the lifting property 

[La] ， there is a homotopy 

Gk+l : (Z¥intZk) X [0ヲ1]-→ Y¥W2k-3 

合omfαI to 9αI with hGk+1 = G~+l and Gk+1 = Gk on Ak+1 (i.e. satisfying 

(2)k+1) such that Gk+1 satisfies (l)k+l・

We define H : Z X [0，1] -→ Y by H = Gk on each (Z2k¥intZ2k-2) X [0， 1]. 

Then H is a well-defined homotopy from fαto 9α. Note that since h is proper， 

{h -1 (Wi) }iEωis a compact cover ofY with h-1(vVi) C inth-1(Wi+1). Thus it 

follows from our construction that H is proper. The proof is finished. 口
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Theorem 2.2.1. Each homeomorphism between ltwo Z-sets in a μU1-rnani-

fold M extends to an ambient homeomorphism of M onto itself if itお n-

homotopic to id in M. 

Proof. The theorem directly follows from Theorem 1.2.2 and Lemma 2.2.1.口

Lemma 2.2.2. If f : M → N is a proper n-homlotopy equivalence between 

μど1-manifoldsthen f induces an isomorphism of b.omotopy groups of ends of 

dimく n.

Proof. By Theorem 2.1.1， we can fix proper (η+ 1)ーinvertibleUVn-surjections 

g: M → X X [0ヲ1)and h : N → y X [0ぅ1)，where X and Y are some Q-

manifolds. Let C be a compactum in N. Then there is a compactum C" C Y 

such that C" X [0， t']コh(C) for some t'ε(0， 1). Since h is proper， C' 

h -1 (C" X [0， t']) is a compactum with C'コC.Note that， since f is proper， 

g(f-1(C')) is a compactum in X X [0，1). Thus there exists t1ε(0，1) such 

that 

L=πX(g(f-1(C'))) X [0， it]コg(f-1(C'))， 

where πX : X X [0，1)→ X is the canonical projection. Similarly， being 9 

proper， there exists t2ε(0， 1) such that 

K' =πy(hf(g-l (L ))) X [0， t2]コhf(g-l(L))， 

where πy : Y X [0，1)→ Y is the canonical projection. Put K = h-1 (K') 

and let XoεM  ¥f-l(K)， j ~ n， and α: (SJ， *)→ (N¥K， f(xo)). Since 

f is an n-homotopy equivalence there exists αl:(SJ，*)→ (M， xo) such that 

fα1αrel .*・ Beingα11(XO) and α11 (g-l (L)) are disjoint closed sets in 

sj， we can choose a map s sj→ [0， 1] such that s(α子(xo))= 0 and 

s(α11(g-1(L))) = 1. Say 9αl(X) = (πxgαl(x)，i;(x))εX  X [0，1)ヲ Z εSJ. 

Defineα2:(SJ，*)→(X X [0，1)， g(xo)) by 

α2(X) = (πXgαl(X)， ((1-t1). t(x) + tt}s(x) + (1-s(x)). t(x))， x εSJ. 
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Clearly α2 ~ 9α1 rel .* and α2(SJ) n L = 0. Using the lifting property [La] 

of the proper UVn-surjection 9ヲ thereexists a : (8J， * )→ (Mぅxo)such that 

imganL = 0 and a ~α1 rel .*. Hence we have la ~~αrel .* and la(SJ)nC' = 

0. By the same technique we performed above， we can choose a homotopy so 

that la ~αrel .* in N¥C. 

Next letγ: SJ→ M ¥1-1 (1<) be a map such tl川 fγ ど*in N¥K. Since 1 

is an r山 omotopyequivalenceヲ gγ~ * in X X [0，1). By sliding the [0， 1 )-factor 

of the homotopy upward as the above， we have 9γ~~ * in X X [0， 1)¥L. By the 

lifting property of 9 [La]， it follows that γ~ * in X¥1-1(C). Thus we conclude 

that 1 induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups of ends of dim ~ n. 口

Theorem 2.2.2. An n-homotopy equivalence between two μど1_mani{olds is 

n-homotopic to a homeomorphism. 

Proof. Let 1 : M → N be an n-homotopy equivalence between μど1_manifolds. 

Then by Lemma 2.2.1 there is a proper map h : lV1→ N such that 1 ~η h; 

consequently， h is a proper n-homotopy equivalence. By Lemma 2.2.2 and 

Theorem 1.2.5， h is proper1y rトhomotopicto a homeomorphism. Thus 1 is 

n-homotopic to a homeomorphism. 口

Theorem 2.2.3. Each map企oma μ2どf1-I口ma

nト申-h】omotopicto an open embedding. 

Proof. Let 1 : M → N be a map from a μど1由 mani:foldto a JLn+1-manifold. By 

replacing N with Ker(N)， we may assume that N is also a μど1-ma凶fold.By 

the triangulation theorem for μn+1-manifold [Dr2]， we can fix proper (η+ 1)-

invertible UVn-surjections 9 M → K and h N → L， where K and L 

are locally finite polyhedra of dimension at most n + 1. Then by the (n + 1)-

invertibility， 9 has a section p : K → 1v[ (i.e. gp =二 idK). Since N is a μど1

manifold， by Lemma 2.2.1ぅ 1is n-homotopic to a. proper map l' M → N. 
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Then ψ=  hf'p: K→ L is a proper map. Let M (ψ) be the mapping cylinder of 

仇 that is a s印paceobtained from the disjoint union !( x [伊0，1刊]EB L by i凶den凶tiち今Tl泊n

(μx，lり)with 伊以(x吋)， x ε K. Define C ψ : M( ψ ) → L by ccp(x， t) = ψ (x)， x ε K. 

Let 1η:μη+1→ Q be a proper (n + l)-invertible UVn-surjection satisfying 

the condition (*) in Theorem 1.2.3. Embed M(<p) into Q， whence f;;1(M(ψ)) 

is a p，n+1-manifold. We denote the restriction of fηto f;;1(M(ψ)) byム1.

Observe that f;;1(K x {O})さ M and f;;1 (L) ~ N by Proposition 1.2.3. We 

identify f;;1(K x {O})， f;;1(L) with M， N respectively. Abusing notations， 

by g: M →!{ x {O}， h : N → L we denote the :restrictions of ムtoM， N 

respectively. Using the (n+ l)-invertibility of h， we can fix a section q : L → N 

of h. Note that since Ccpfnl : f;;1(M(<p))→ L and h : N → L are proper 

UVn-surjections， f;;1 (M(ψ))竺 Nby Proposition 1.2.3. Observe that the map 

qccpf n 1 is an n-homotopy equivalence between μど1_manifolds f;; 1 (M ( <p)) and 

N. Then by Theorem 2.2.2， there is a homeomorphism s : f;;1 (M(ψ))→ N 

such that sゾ qCcpfnl.Note that M' = f;;1 (K X [0ヲ1))is open in f;;I(M(ψ)) 

and is a μど1-manifoldby Theorem 2.1.1. Since the inclusion i : M = f;;1 (K X 

{O})日 M'is an n-homotopy equivalence， by Th.~orem 2.2.2， we can choose 

a homeomorphism r M → M' with r ηi. Then the map sr M → N 

is an open embedding which is r山 omotopicto qccp(fnl)i = q<pg = qhf'pg. 

Since pg ~; idM and qh竺;idN， we have qhf'pg竺;f'ど ηf.The proof is 

finished. 口
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111. A MAPPING THEOREM 

Brown and Cassler [Br] proved that each compact connected n-manifold M 

can be obtained from the n-cube rrn by making identifications on the boundary 

θEぺthatis， there is a mapψ: rrη → M such that cp(rrn¥θEη)=M  ¥ψ(θrrn) is 

dense in M and ψIrrn¥θEη is an embedding. This was generalized by Berlanga 

[Ber] to a non-compact connected n-manifold M， that is， there exists a map 

ψ: rrn→ M such that E = ψ(E(M)) cθEぺψIE is a homeomorphism of E 

onto E(M)， cp(rrn¥θrrn) = M ¥伊(θrrn)is dense in M and ψIrrn¥θrrn is an 

embedding into M， where E(X) is the spαce of ends of X and X = X u E(X) 

is the Freudenthal compαctification of X. For E(X)， refer to [Ber， 91]. 

Hilbert cube manifolds (Q-manifolds) or (n + 1) ..dimensionα1 Menger mαn't-

folds (μn+1_mαnifolds) are paracompact topological manifolds modeled on the 

Hilbert cube Q = rrw or the (n + 1 )-dimensional universal Me時 ercompactum 

μη+1， respectively. The Q-manifold version of the above Brown-Cassler map-

ping theorem was established by Prasad [Pr]. 80me other ir命 lite-dimensional

versions were proved in [81]. 1n this chapter， we prove the μ叫 1-manifold

version of the above Berlanga's mapping theorem. The Q-manifold version is 

proved in [18] using the mapping cylinder technique used in [81]， which is an 

elegant approach but could not be applied toμn-rnanifolds. We take another 
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approach for μn+1-manifolds， which is also valid for Q-manifolds. One should 

remark that our approach simplifies the Berlanga's proof in [Ber]. 

33.1. A MAPPING THEOREM FOR μn+1-MANIFOLDS 

Given a Z-set μ;+1inμn+1 which is homeomorphic toμη+1. Then μn+1¥ 

μ;+1 is an n-homotopy kernel ofμn+l， which plays the role of Q X [0，1) (cf. 

[Ch3]). Let (N，8N) be a pair of closed sets in a J1n+1-manifold M. According 

to [Ch5]， the pair (N，8N) is said to be n-cleαn in M provided the following 

conditions are satisfied 

(1) Nう 8Nand (M¥N) U 8N are μn+1-manifolds; 

(2) 8N is a Z-set in both N and (M¥N) U 81'.1; 

(3) N ¥8N is open in M (i.e.， bdM N C 8N). 

Lemma 3.1.1. Each point X of a μn+1-manifold M hぉ anarbitrari1y small 

neighborhood W with 8W c W ¥{x} such that the pair (W，8W) is rトclean

in M and homeomorphic to (μη+1JF1). 

Proof. By [Ch4ヲ Theorem1.3]， there exists a proper (n + 1 )-invertible UV凡

map f: N → [0，2) from a μn+1四 manifoldN onto [0， 2) such that f-1 ([0， 1]) and 

f-1({1}) are μn+1-manifolds and f-1({1}) is a Z--set in both f-1([0， 1]) and 

/-1 ([0，2)). Observe that N is homeomorphic to its n-homotopy kernel Ker(N) 

by [Iw1， Theorem 2.1]. Using [IwlぅTheoremIV]， ViTe have an open embedding 

h: N → U. By the Z-set Unknotti時 Theorem[Be， p.102]， we may assume 

that x εh(f-1([0， 1))). Let W = hf-1([0ヲ1])and 8W = hf-1 ({1}). Then 

W き 8W竺 J1n+1by the Bestvina's characterization of J1n+1 [Be， 5.2.3]. By 

the Z-set Unknotting Theorem [Be， 3.1.5]， we have (W:ヲ8W)竺 (μη+1J;+1).

Since 8W is a Z-set in (h( N)¥W)U8Wヲitis also a Z-set in (M¥W)U8W. 

Hence (W， 8W)おn-cleanin M. 口

The following is the μn+1-manifold version of Berlanga's theorem: 
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Theorem 3.1.1. For eacb connected μn+1-manifold M， tbere exists a map 

vフ:J.L n+1→ M sucb tbat 

(i) E =ψ一l(E(M))C μ;+1; 

(ii)ψIEおabomeomorpbism of E onto E(M); 

(iii)ψ ( J.Ln+1 \μ~+1) = M ¥ψ(μ;+1)is dense in M; 

(iv) <p1J.L n+1 \μ~+1 is an embedding into M. 

To prove Theorem 3.1.1， we show the following homeomorphism extension 

1emma: 

Lemma 3.1.2. Let 1: A→ B be a bijection between finite sets A and B 

in a μn+1-manifold M sucb tbat eacb αε A and I(α)ε B are contained in a 

connected open set Ua in M. Tben I extends to a bomeomorphism 1: M → M 

sucb tbat I (~α) = U，αfor each αε A and 11M¥UaEA U，α= id. 

Proof. Without 10ss of genera1ity， we may assume that U，α(αε A) are dis-

joint. By Lemma 3.1.1， there is an n-clean pair (Wa，8W.α) in Ua such that 

αεWα¥8Wa. By the Z-set Unknotting Theorem [Beヲ p.102]， we may assume 

thatι I(α)ε Wa¥8Wa. Since 8~九 is a Z-set in Wα， using the Z-set U nknot-

ting Theorem [Beう 3.1.5]，there is a homeomorphismム:Wα→ Wαsuchthat 

fα(α) = f(α) and f，α16W.α= id. Then the required homeomorphism 1: M → M 

can be defined by 11M¥UαεAW.α= id and IIW1α=ムforeach αε A. 口

Proof of Theorem 3.1.1. Since M is metrizab1e， w'e may assume that M is a 

metric space given a metric d. In the following， we constructψ:μη+1→ M as 

the composition of three maps: 

J.Ln+1 ~→ M2今 zi→ /!Vf.

Step 1: By the ana10gue of [Be， 5.1.3] (p.103)， there exists a 10cally finite 

simp1icial comp1ex K with dim K ζn+ 1 and a proper map q: IKI -→ M which 
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ind uces isomorphisms of homotopy groups of dimension ~ n and of homotopy 

groups of ends of dimension ~ n. We define 

X=IKlx卜1ヲ0]u ITI x [0， 1]， 

where T be a maximal tree of the l-skeleton K(l). Let p: X → IKI be the 

projection. By [Ch4， Theorem 1.3] (cf. [Ch3ぅ Theorem1.6])， there exists an 

(n+ l)-invertible UVn-map !x: Mx→ X of a t-tn+1-manifold Mx onto X such 

that N = f三1(ITI x [0， 1])ぅNo= fx:1 (ITI x {O}) and 1V車 =fx:1(IKI x卜1，0])are 

μ7ηt+1 叩an凶li~おülds and N山o= Nn  N* i包sa Z-set i泊nboωth N and N車 . Observe that 

N and No are n-connected and N¥No = f玉1(IKI x (0， 1]) is open in Mx・And

pfxlN: N → ITI extends to a map k: N → ITI su.ch that k(E(N)) = E(ITI). 

It is easy to see that E(ITI) is a Z-set in ITI. Since fxlN: N → ITI is (n + 1)-

invertible and dim N = n + 1， it follows that E(N) is a Z-set in N. Then N 

is an (n + l)-dimensional n-connected LCn compactum which has the di司oint

(n + 1)ーcellsproperty. Hence N 竺 μn+1by the Bestvin山 characterizationof 

μη+1 [Be， 5.2.3]. Similarly Noさ μη+1.By the Z-set Unknotti時 Theorem[Beヲ

3.1.5]， we have a homeomorphism !:μη+1→ N such that f (μ;+1)=JUG-

Since qpfx: Mx→ M induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups of dimen-

sion ~ n and of homotopy groups of ends of dimension ~ n， we have Mx竺 M

by [Be， Ch.6， Theorem]. Therefore we identify M x = M. Then N ¥No is 

an open set in M and No is a Z-set in both N and N車 =(M¥N) U No. 

The inclusion N C M induces a homeomorphism between the spaces of ends 

because so is ITI C IKI. Hence we can regard E(No) =ε(N) = E(M) and 

No c Nc  M. 

We can write K = Uぽ NKi' where each Ki is a finite subcomplexes of K 

and IKil c intIKilKi+11. For each i εN， let Si be a simplicial neighborhood of 

Sd Ki in Sd K and Ti = Si n Sd T， where Sd K is the barycentric subdivision 
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of K. Then 

IKI=UI札 ITI= U ITil， ISil c intIK!lSi+ll， ITil C intlKl1九 11，
iEN iEN 

and each bdlKdSil is a Z-set in both ISil and cllKI (IKI¥ISil)， each bdlTllTil 

おaZ-set in both ITil and cll7州TI¥ITil)and each ITil meets all components 

of ISil¥ISi-11 (So =日).For each i εN，let 

Mi =1三1(ISil xト1，0] u 1 Ti 1 X [0， 1]) == 1 X: 1 
P -1 ( 1 S i 1) ， 

8Mi = 1x:1p-1(bdIKdSil) and Ni = lx:1(ITil X [2-¥1]). 

Then as is easily observed， M UiEN Mi' N ¥No UiEN Ni， each pair 

(Mi，8Mi) is n-clean in M and each Ni meets all components of Mi¥(8Mi U 

Mi-1)， where Mo = 0. (Each (Ni， 8Ni) is also n-cle:an in M， where 

8Ni = 1x:1
(ITil X {2-i} U bdlTdTil x [2一¥1]).

But this fact is not used.) 

Step 2: By local path-connectedness of λ;fi， we can choose ε1 >ε2 > ・・・ >0

so that each x， y εMi can be connected by a path with diameter less than 2-t if 

d(xぅy)<ε1・Foreach iεN， choose a finiteεi-dense set Ai in Mi¥(8MiUMi-1) 

(Mo=日)， that is， for each point x εMi¥(8Mi U Mi-1) there is a pointαε Ai 

such that d(αヲx)<ε. Note that (Mi¥Mi-1) U 8Mi-1 is a compact μ7川-

manifold and 8 M，←1 U 8Mi is a Z-set in (Mi¥Mi-1) U 8Mi-1・SinceNi meets 

each component of Mi¥(8Mi U Mi-1)ヲ wecan apply the Z-set U nknotting 

Theorem [Beヲ 3.1.4]to construct a homeomorphislll 

gi: (Mi¥Miー1)U 8Miー1→ (Mi¥lvfi-1)U 8Mi-1 

so that Ai c gi(Ni¥Mi-d and gil8Mi U 8Mi-1 = id. We define a homeo-

morphism g: M → M by gl(Mi¥Mi-1) U 8Mi-1 = gi. Then g(Mi) = Mi， 
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g(6Mi) = 6Mi and g(Ni)¥(6 Mi U Mi-1) is ci-dense in Mi¥(6Mi u Mi-1) for 

each i εN. 

Step 3: Let B1 be a finiteε2-dense set in M1¥(6M1 U g(N1)). Since 

g(N1)¥6M1 is a c1-dense in M1¥6M1 and g(N1) C intMg(N2)， it follows that 

g(N2) n (M1¥(6M1 U g(N1)))おε1・densein M1¥(6M1 U g(N1))， whence we 

have an injection 

j1: B1→ g(N2) n (M1¥(6M1 U g(N1))) 

which is C1-close to id. Then we can assume that each b εB1 and j1(b) can be 

connected by a path in M1¥(6M1 U g(N1)) with diameter less than 2-1. We 

choose a connected open set Ub inλ11 such that diam Ubく 2-1and 

b，j1(b)εUb C M1¥(6M1 U g(N1)). 

By Lemma 3.1.2， we have a homeomorphism h1 : M → M by h11j1 (B) = j;-l 

and h11M¥UbEB Ub = id. Then h1 is 2-1-close to idづ h1Ig(N1)U(M¥M1)= id 

and h1g(N2) is ε2-dense in M2 (indeed h1g(N2)¥6Af2 isε2-dense in M2¥ 6M2) 

because B1 U g(N1) U g(N2) C h1g(N2). 

Similarly choosing a finiteε3-dense set in M2¥ (6M2 U h1g(N2))ヲ wecan 

construct a homeomorphism h2: M → M so that h2Ih1g(N2) U (M¥M2) = id， 

h2 is 2-2-close to id and h2h1g(N3) is ε3-dense in M"3 (indeed h2h1g(N3)¥6M3 

おε3-densein M3¥6M3). 

lnductively homeomorphisms hi: M → M (iεN) can be constructed so 

that 

んIhi-1・・・ h1g(Ni)U (M¥Md = id， 

ん is2-i-close to id and hムー1・・・ h1g(Ni+dis Ei+1-dense in Mi+1・ Then 

(hi... h1)iEN converges to a map h: M → M such that hIE(M) = id and 

hlg(Ni) = ん-1・・・ h1Ig(Ni)for each i ε Nぅ whence it follows that hglN¥No 
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is an embedding into M. Since each h(g(Ni)) = hi-1・・・ h1g(Ni)is εi-dense in 

Mi， it follows that h(g(N)) is dense in M. 

It is easy to verify that <p = hgf:μη+1→ M is the desired map. 口

Remαrks. In the above Step 1， we can take a different approach as follows: First 

choose n-clean pairs (Mi，8Md in M so that Mi C Mi+1 and M = UiEN Mi. 

As remarked before Lemma 3.1.1， there is an embedding fo:μη+1→ M1 such 

that fo(μη+1\μ~+1) is open in M. Let μn+1 \μ~+1 = UiEN Wi， where each Wi 

is compact and contained in int Wi+1・Similarlyas Step 3ヲ wehave homeomor-

phisms fi: M → M such that fi...fo(μη+1) C Mri+1' fi... fo (Wi+1) meets 

every component of Mi+1¥Mi and 

λI(M¥Mi+1) U Mi-1 U fi-1・..fo(Wd = id. 

In fact， connecting a point of each component of j¥1i+1¥Mi and a point of 

fi-1 . . . fo (Wi+1¥Wd¥Mi by a connected open set in Mi+1¥Mi-1 and 

applying Lemma 3.1.2， we can inductively construct fi・Thenas the limit of 

λ... f1foヲwecan obtain an embedding f:μn+1→ M such that f(μn+1 \μ~+1) 

is open in M， E = f-1(E(M)) Cμ;+1 and f(E) = E(M). Let N = f(μη+1 )， 

N = f(μη+1¥E)， No = f(μ~+1) ， No = f(μ;+1¥E) and Ni = f(Wi) 

h-1 ... fo(Wi). 

By using [BE， Lemma 5] (cf. [Br， Lemma 1]) instead of Lemma 3.1.2， the 

above arguments， Steps 2 and 3 are valid for an n-manifold M， where 8Mi is 

replaced by the boundary θMi of an n-manifold Mi w hich is bicollared inλ!. 

This approach simplifies the Berlangぜsproof in [Ber]. 

The proof of Theorem 3.1.1 is also valid for Q-manifolds. (In Step 1， Mx = 

X x Q and fx : Mx→ X is the projection.) 
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IV. HOMEOMORPHISM GROUPS 

By H(X)， we denote the group of homeomorphisrns of X onto itself. In [Mc] 

and [Wo]， it is proved that the group H(X) is simple in the algebraic sense in 

case X is a normed linear space E which is homeomorphic to the countable 

infinite product Eωof E and in case X is the Hilbert cube Q. Let Ho(X) be 

the subgroup of H(X) consisting of all homeomorphisms which are isotopic to 

the identity. In case X is a (finite-dimensional) manifold without the boundary， 

Ho(X) is the smallest normal subgroup of H(X) and is simple by [EC] and [Fi]. 

In this chapter， we prove this result in the case X is the (n + 1 )-dimensional 

universal Menger compactumμη+1 

34.1. ALGEBRAIC SIMPLICITY OF HOMEOMORPHISM GROUPS 

Theorem 4.1.1. The group H(μn+1) is simple. 

As a corollary of this theorem， we have the following: 

Corollary 4.1.1. Let k > 1 be a natural number. Every homeomorphism 

h εH(μη+1) is can be written as a五凶ecomposition h = hη・・ .h1 of homeo-

morphisms hiεH(μη+1) of period k. 

A subset A of X is said to be deformable in X if for each nonempty open 

set U in X there is a homeomorphism h εH(X) such that h(A) c U. A 
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homeomorphism h εH(X) is said to be s叩 portedby A c X if hlX¥A = id. 

Let U be an open set in X， Bo， B1，' .. pairwise disjoint open sets in U and 

ψε H(X). Following [Wo] (cf. [Nu])ヲ wecall (Bi，ψ)iEZ+ a dilation system in 

U if Bo， B1'・・・ converges to a point pεU，ψIX¥U = id (i.e・?ψissu pported 

by U) and r(Bi) = Bi-1 for each i εN. To prove Theorem 3.1.1， we apply the 

following theorem [Wo， Theorem 6] (cf. [Fi]). 

Theorem (Fisher-Worω. Suppose that Xおametrizable space in which every 

open set contains a dilation syater孔 LetG be the normal subgroup of H(X) 

generated by all homeomorphisms which are supported by deformable subsets 

of X. Then G is simple. 

In [Ch6]， the following was shown. 

Theorem (Chigogidze). Every homeomorphism h εH(μη+1) is stable， that 

is， there are homeomorphisms hi ε H(μn+1)， i 1，・・.，n， such that h 二

hη ・・ .h1 and each hi is the identity on some nonempty open set inμη+1 

Thus we can reduce the Main Theorem to the following two lemmas: 

Lemma 4.1.1. Every open set in μη+1 contains a dilation system. 

Lemma 4.1.2. Every proper subset ofμη+1 is deformable inμη+1 

To prove the above lemmas， we recall the definition of n-clean pairs in a 

μη+1-manifold M introduced by Chigogidze [Ch5]. A pair (N，6N) of closed 

sets in M is said to be n-cleαn if the following conditions are satisfied 

(1) N， 6N and (M¥N) U 6N are μn+ 1_ manifolds; 

(2) 6N is a Z-set in both N and (M¥N) u6N; 

(3) N ¥6N is open in M (i.e・，bdMN C 6N). 

Now we shall prove Lemma 4.1.1. 
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Proof of Lemmα-4.1.1. By [18， Lemma 1]， every open set inμη+1 contains an 

n-clean pair (W，6W) in M such that W 竺 6W竺 ρ+1 It su缶cesto show 

that W contains a dilation system. Choose disjoint open sets Ui， i εZ， in 

W ¥6W so that both U1， U2，... and U_1， U_2，・・・ converge to the same point 

pεW¥6W. Again by [18， Lemma 1]， each Ui contains an n-clean pair 

(Bi，6Bi) such that Bi rv 6Bi竺 μ叫 1.Let 

V=(W¥{p} )¥U(Bi¥6Bi) 

Each (Ui¥Bi)u6Bi is a μn+1-manifold open set in V and (W¥{p})¥UiEZ Bi is 

also a μn+1-manifold open set in V. Then it follows that V is a μn+1-manifold. 

8ince UiEZ 6Bi is closed in V and a countable union of Z-sets， it is a Z-set in 

V (cf. [vMぅ 6.2.2]).8ince 6W is a Z-set in (W¥{p} )¥UiEZ Bi， it is also a 

Z-set in V. By using the Z-set U出 nottingTheoreIll [Be]， we can construct a 

homeomorphism 〆:V→ V such that〆16W= id a.nd 〆(Bi)= Bi-1 for ea.ch 

t εZ. 8ince W is the one-point compactification of W ¥{p} and 〆16W= id， 

we can extend r' to a homeomorphism rεH(μη+1)byrlμη+1¥W = id and 

r(p) = p. Then it is clear that (Bi， r )iEZ+ is a dilation system in W. 口

To prove Lemma 4.1.2， we need the foUowing 

Lernrna 4.1.3. Let (W，6W) be an n-clean pair in a J.Ln+1-manifold M such 

that W 竺 6Wさ J.Ln+1.Then (M¥W)U6Wさ M.

Proof. First note that the inclusion j: (M¥W) u 8W C M induces a home-

omorphism between the spaces of ends， whence j induces an isomorphism of 

homotopy grou ps of ends. By [Beぅ 36ヲ Theorem]，it suffices to show that j 

induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups of dimension ~η. 

Epi: Let 1: St→ M (i ~ n) be a map of the i-sphere， A = cl 1-1 (W¥6W) 

and B = bdA. By [Hu， Ch.V， Theorem 10.1]， l1B: B → 6W extends to a 
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map g': A→ 8W and we ha ve a homotopy h': A x H → W such that h~ = flA， 

hi = g' and h~IB = flB for each t εl We can extend g' and h' to a map 

g: St→ (M¥W)U8W and a homotopy h: Si xH→ Af by glSi¥A = htlSt
¥ A=  

flSt ¥A. Then ho = f and h1 = g. This means that j induces an epimorphism 

of homotopy groups of dimension ~ n. 

Mono: Suppose that a map g: St→ (M¥W)し)8W (i ~ n) extends to a 

ma叩pf: JA 叫川1→ Moぱfthe児e(れi+1り)-b凶all.Let C = cl f-一

Similarly as the above， flD: D → 8W extends to a map g': C → 8W by [Hu， 

Ch.V， Theorem 10.1]. We can extend g' to a map g: JAi+1→ (M¥W)U8W by 

glJAi+1¥C = flJAi+1¥C. Since Si C JAi+1¥C， glSi = flSi = g. This implies 

that j ind uces a monomorphism of homotopy groups of dimension ~ n. 口

Proof of Lemmα4.1.2. Let A be a proper subset ofμη+1 and U an open set in 

μ叫 1.Choose an open set V inμn+1 with AnV = 0. By [1S， Lemma 1]， we have 

n-clean pairs (Wi， 8Wi) in J.Ln+1 (i = 1，2) such that ltViさ仰/t竺 μη+1，W1CU

and W2 C V. Then (μn+1¥ W1) U 8W1 さ μη+1 さ W2 and (μn+1¥ W2) U 

8W2 ~ぎ μη+1 !':当日11by Lemma 4.1.3. Using the Z-set Unknotting Theorem 

[Be]， we can obtain a homeomorphism h εH(μn+1) such that h( 8W2) = 8Wl， 

h(W2) = (μη+1¥W1) U 8W1 and h((μn+1¥ W2) U 仰 ノ2)= W1・Then

h(A) c h(μn+1
¥ V) c h(μn+1

¥ W2) = W1 c U. 

Hence A is deformable inμη+1 口

Proof of Corollαry 4.1.1. Let Gk be the subgroup of H(μn+1) generated by 

homeomorphisms of period k. We show that G k H (μ叫 1). Since Gk is 

clearly a normal subgroup of H(μn+1)， it suffices to show that Gk is nontrivial， 

i.e・， there exists a nontrivial homeomorphism hkεH(μ叫 1)of period k. By 

using Ga創an此.itげy-Hen吋dωerso∞n

easily constructed as follows: 
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Let九=U:=l (VO，叫)be the one-point union of k many one-simplexes. We 

define a homeomorphism h εH(Po) of period k by 

h( (1 -t)vo + tVi) = (1 -t)vo + tVi+1ヲ

where Vk+1 = V1・Notethat h is simplicial with respect to the natural triangu-

lation Ko of Po・Foreach i εN， we denote li = [0， 2-1，] and Qi+1 = Ilj>i Ij. 

We ind uctively define polyedra Pi in Po X 11 X ・・・ X li as follows: Triangu-

late Pi-1 x li by Ki so that mesh Ki ~ 2-1， and h x id is simplicial. Let 

Pi = IK~n+1) I be the polyhedron of the (η+1)北似;onof Ki' Then by [GHWぅ

Theorem 2]， X = niEN Pi x Qi+1 (c Po x Qd is homeomorphic toμη+1. Ob-

serve h x idlXε H(X)， which induces the required homeomorphim hkεH(X) 

of period k. 口
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V. PRODUCT STRUCTURE 

It is known that there are many similarities between μn-manifolds and Q-

manifolds (Hilbert cube manifolds). But it should he observed that the Carte-

sian prod uct ofμn-manifolds， for example μη ×μぺisneither a μn-manifold nor 

a μ2川 nanifold.To avoid this phenomenon， Dranishnikov [Dr2] has constructed 

a universal map 9η:μη → μηwhich has the following property: (*) for any 

μn-manifold X embedded in μぺ9;;1(X)竺 X and there is an n-dimensional 

polyhedron K Cμη such that 9;;1 (K)竺 X. The Inap 9n corresponds to the 

projection π:QxQ → Q in the Q-manifolds theory and the polyhedron K 

above is called the triangulation of a μn-manifold X. Recall that the triangula-

tion of a Q-manifold Y is a polyhedron L such that π-l(L)=LxQ竺 Y.One

of the differences between the triangulations of Q-manifolds and μn-manifolds 

above is that， using the triangulations， every Q-manifolds can be represented 

as a space with infinite coordinates though any μn _ manifolds cannot be so 

represented. 

The first part of this chapter is devoted to defining the infinite coordinate 

systems for μn-manifolds， called μn-coordinate systems. And we prove the 

triangulation theorem by means of μn-coordinate systems. Moreover， using μη-

coordinate systems， we can characterize Z-sets in terms of infinite deficiency. 
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In the second part， we discuss how to define a kind of the Cartesian product 

in the category ofμ凡 manifolds. To do this， we use μn-coordinate systems 

and define theムn-productwhich plays the role of the Cartesian product in 

the category ofμn-manifolds. Concerning theムn-product，we prove the sta-

bility theorem， that is， theムγproductsof a μη置 manifoldM with J-ln (resp. 

[0， 1)) is homeomorphic to M (resp. the (η-l)-homotopy kernel of M) (no-

tation: Mムdη 竺 M (resp. Mムn[O，1)さ I(er(M))). One should note that 

the formulation Mムη[0，1)さ Ker(M)is quite natural since (η-1)-homotopy 

kernels were introduced by Chigogidze [Ch3] as the corresponding notion of 

“[0ヲ1)-stable" Q申 manifolds，where a [0ぅ1)引 ableQ-rnanifold is a Q-manifold X 

homeomorphic to X X [0，1). 

95.1. INFINITE DEFICIENCY 

Let K and L be simplicial complexes. By K x .Lヲ wemean the simplicial 

complex defined by the barycentric subdivision of the cell complex {σx 71σε 

K，7 εL}. We denote the n-skeleton of the simplicial complex K x L by 

KxηL (i.e. K xη L = (K x L)(η)) . 

Let {Ki}三。 bea sequence of (1ocally finite) si叫 )licialcomplexes. Then we 
n 

define theマーproduct of simplicial complexes as follows: 

n 

マt=OKi= Ko xη Kl' 

and inductively for 1 > 1， 

n. n. 

マ~=OKi = (マ;二dKJxη K;r. 

We define予三OKias the limit (space) of the following inverse sequence: 

lkoli|丸okzlilh=okz14211丸山よし
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n.. n 

where p!+1 : 1マZLKj|→|マ;二OKj1 is the restriction of the canonical projection 
n n n 
l¥7j=oKjl x IKi+ll→ l¥7j二oKjl，i三o.If n =∞， we denoteマ;二oKjby 

n n 

¥7j=oKj・ Notethat ¥7三OKi竺 cl(U三。(マi=oKk))by [vM， 6.7.2]. If we set 
n 

Pi l¥7j=oKj 1， i三0，then the inverse sequence {凡p!+1}三。 iscalled t he 

defini吋 sequencewith respective to {Ki}之0・

Let {Ti}三。 bea sequence of simplicial complexes. We say {Ti}乞oa μn 

coordinate system provided that each Ti is a non-degenerate locally finite sim-

plicial complex with dimension三nsuch that the underlying polyhedron ITil is 

aCη-1-compactum for i 三1.

Lemma 5.1.1.Let {R3p;+1}三obe the de五ningsequence with respective to 

a μn-coor-dinate system {Ti}乏0・ Thenfor each iさ 0，each k三n-1， each 

map f : Bk+l→ Pi， and each map 9 : Sk→ Pi+1 with p~+1 0 9 = flSk， there 

exists an extension h Bk+l→ Pi+1 o{ 9 such that p訂10 h and p~ 0 f are 

Sd(i+l-m)(マユoTj)-c1ose{or each m三'l.

Proof. Let π1 : Pi X 1 Ti+ 11一→ Piand 7f2 : Pi X ITi+11→ ITi+11 be the canonical 

projections. Since ITi+11εcη-1 there is an extension α: Bk+l→ ITi+11 of 

7f2 0 g. Then the map f' : Bk+l→ Pi X ITi+11 defined by f'(x) = (f(x)，α(x))， 

Z εBk+l is an extension of 9 withπ1 0 f' = f. For each simplex σε(マj=oTj)X 

Ti+1， we can take a map hσ: (/')-1(1σ1)→ |ση1 so that hσl(f')-I(1ση1) = 

1'I(f')-1 (1ση1) since k+1三n[HW]. Define h : Bk+l→ Pi+1 by hl(f')-I(1σ1) = 

hσfor each simplex σε(マ;二oTj)X Ti+1・ Then the definition of de白山g

sequences implies that p~1 0 h and P~ 0 1 are Sd(i+l-m)(マユoTj)-close for 

each m < i. 口

n 

Proposition 5.1.1. For each μn-coordinate systern {Td乞0'¥7乞oTiis a μ人

n 

mani{old. In particular，マ三oTi竺 μη i{ITol is a Cnーl-compactum.

Proo f. Let X =号三oTiand let {凡 p~+1} ~o be the defini時 sequencewith 
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respect to a μn-coordinate system {Ti}乏0・Firstnote that X is locally compact 

since each ITilis compact for i三1. Thus all we have to do is to check the 

conditions of Bestvina's characterization. Let X εX  be a point and let U c X 

be a neighborhood of x. Then there is an open neighborhood U N of XN 

PN(XN) in PN such that P-;/(UN) C U for some N εN. Take α三N and a 

neighborhood V of Xαso that 

St(2) (pお(V)，Sd(α-N)(マ立。円))C UN. 

Since P.αis ANRヲ thereis a neighborhood W c Vof Xαsuch that any map 

from Sk (k三n-1) into W can be extended to a :map from JBk+l to V. Let 

f : Sk→ X be a map such that imf C p~l (W). Then there is an extension 

gαJBk+l→ V of Pa 0 f. For iく仏 weput gi pi 0 ga JBk+l→ Pi. 

Using Lemma 5.1.1， we can inductively construct an extension gi : JBk+l→ R 

(i三α)of Pi 0 f such that p~ 0 gi and p!;tl 0 gi+l are Sd(件 1一川(マユoTj)-

close. Since the sequence {p斗ogi}i三m of maps is unitおorrr凶I

map hん日imm-一→→今∞pア。 gm JBk+刊1→ Xiis continuous and clearly satisfies 

f O ht+1=ht and ん|SK=ptof-Considerthe map h =!1Eht:BK+1→ X. 

Then h is an extension of f. Since ん and9αare St(:2) (Sd(α-N)(マ立oTj ) )-close 

and imga C PN(V)， we have imhαC UN. Thus imh C P-;/(UN) C U. Hence X 

is an LCn-1-space. The other parts are the same as [GHW， Theorem 1]. 口

Let {Ti}三obe a J.Ln-coordinate system and let X = (Xl' X2，・・・)be a point 
n n 

such that XiεTi(O) for each i三1. Let jXi : 1マ;ゴ)Tjl→ IV;=oTjlX {Xi} C 
n 

1号;二oTj1 be the inclusion. Then the inclusion j宏:11九|一→ IVtO Tj 1 is defined 

by Pi 0 jx = jXi 0 jXi-l 0 ・・・ oJX1' 'l 三o.

Proposition 5.1.2. Let {Td乞obe a J.L n -coordina印 systemsuch that 1九1is 

connected and let X (Xl' X2， . . .) be a point such that XiεTi(O) for each 
n 

t三1. Then both the inc1usion jx : ITo 1 →|マ三o'1~j 1 and the projection PO 
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n 

lY'tOTjl一→|九 1induce isomorpbisms of bomotopy g.roups of dimensioだ n-1

a.nd of ends of dimensionく n-1. 

Proof. Note that both jx and PO are proper maps. First we shall show that PO 

induces monomorphism of homotopy group of ends of dimension ::; n -1. Let 

C be a compactum in 1九1and let K = ISt(引C，九)1.Let α: Sk→号三oTj¥

Pol(K)， k三n-1be a map with poOα~ * in 1九|¥Kand let s : Bk+l→ Tol¥K 

be the contraction. By Lemma 5.1.1， we can construct extensions si : Bk+l→ 

|マ;=oTj1 of Pi 0 αsuch that pλo si and p~l 0 si+l are St(i+l-m)(To)-close 

for each i， where Pi : 1マ;三oTjl一→|マ;二oTjland Pλ: 1マ;二oTjl一→|マユoTjlare 

canonical projections. Since {pアOβm}m>i is uniformly Cauchy， 

αi = lim pアosm : Bk+l →|号~i=oTj 1 

m-→0<コ

is continuous for each iと1and clear1y an extension of Pi 0αwith p!+l 0αi+l = 
n 

αt・Thusthe map &=J12αi : Bk+l→マ;三oTj is an extension ofα. Since 

po 0 a =αo and βare St(2) (To)-close， a(Bk+l) n Pu1 (C) = 0. Thus Po induce 

the monomorphisms of homotopy groups of dimension ::; n -1. 

For epimorphism， let a εマ;三oTj¥POl(K) be a point and let γ: (Skヲ*)→

(1九|¥K，po(α))be a map. We may assume山 tα 仰 )ε Ti(O)for each 
n 

tさ 1，where qi マ;三oTj→ ITilis the canonical projection. Then the map 
n 

1 = ja 0 γ: (Sk， *)→(マ三oTj，y) satisfies Po 0ラ=γ.

Next we shall show that jx induces epimorphislm of homotopy groups of 

ends of dimension三n-1. Let C' c Y'j三oTj be a compactum and let K' = 

PU1(St(2)(PO(C')， To)). Let y ε|九|¥po(K')be a point and let c : (sk， *)→ 
n 

(マ;三oTj¥K'，jx(ν))be a map. Then the map ~ = PO 0 と:(Skぅ*)→ (1九 1，y) is 

such that ~(Sk) c 1九|¥ji1(K').Put Yi = Pioj歪(y)，i三1and Ci = jXio・・・ojXlo

c. Then， as in the proof of Lemma 5.1.1， we can take a sequence of homotopies 

{h~ : (Sk， *)→ (lY'j=oTjl，め)}such that h~ is a homotopy from Ci to Pi oc rel. Yi 
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wi t h h~ = Po 0 c， t ε[0ヲ1l，andpr  O fz;+land pLO h;are st(t+1-m)(マユoTj)ー
n 

close for each m < i. Then we define H; (Sk， *)→ (1マ.i=oTjl，め)by the 

uniform limit map 1iml→∞バ Oバ.Then Hf is a homotopy from Ci to Pi 0 c 

rel.yz with p;+1O HJ+1=H;.Thus the map A=!!EH;is a homotopy企om
n 

jx 0 c to c rel. jx(Y) and the image is contained inマ三oTj¥C'. The rest is 

trivial since po 0 j宏=id. 口

Corollary 5.1.1. Let {Ti}乞oand {T:}乞obeμn-coordinate systems. If there 

exists a proper map h : 1九|一→|勾 1which induces isomorphisms of homotopy 
n 

groups of dimension三η-1 and of ends of dimension :::; n -1 thenマ乞oTi~さ

マ三oTf.

Proof. We may assume without los8 of generality that both ITo 1 and IT~ 1 are 

connected. Let x = (Xl， X2，・・・)be a point such tl川 町 εTjO).Leth:|九|→
n n 

マ三oTjbe the inclusion map and let p~ マ;ユoTj → IT~ 1 be the projection. 
n n 

Then the map jxohop~ :て7;三oTj→マ;三oTj ind uces isomorphism8 of homotopy 

groups of dimension :::; n -1 and of ends of dimension :::; n -1 by Propo8ition 
n n 

5.1.2. Sinceマ;三oTjandマ;こoTjare μ凡 manifoldsヲ byTheorem 1.2.5， we have 
n n 

マtOTj竺マ;こoTj. 口

It is known that for each μn-manifoldλムthereis a locally finite polyhe-

dron K with dim K 三nand a proper UVnーl-surjectionf : M → K [Dr2]. 

Since proper UVηーl-surjectionsinduce isomorphisrns of homotopy groups of 

dimension :::; n -1 and of ends of dimension :::; n --1， by Theorem 1.2.5， we 

obtain the following. 

Theorem 5.1.1 (Triangulation). For each μn _ 1I1anifold M， there exists a 
n 

μn-coordinate system {TJ乞osuch that M 竺マ乞oJ.~.

A subset A of a j.Ln-manifold M is said to have in.finite deficiency (cf. [An3]， 

[Cu]) provided that there exist a j.Ln-coordinate system {Si}立。 ofM， a cofinal 
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n 

subset N c N and a homeomorphism h : M →マf~oSi such that qi 0 hlA is 
n 

constant for each i εN， where qi :マ乞OSi→ ISilis the canonical projection. 

Theorem 5.1.2. A closed subset A of a μn-manifold M is a Z-set if and only 

if A has infinite deficiency. 

Proof. Suppose that A has infinite deficiency. Then there must exists a μ人

coordinate system {Si}三。 ofM， a cofinal subset N of N and a homeomorphism 

h: M →マ乞OSisuch that qi 0 hlA is constant for each i εN， where qi 

マ乞OSi→ ISilis the canonical projection. Assume that qi 0 h(A) = {Xi} for 

each i εN. Choose a point Y = (Yl， Y2， . . .) so that Yiε40)and zt#ut if 
n 

t εN. Let f : nn→マ乞OSibe a map and let ε> 0 be given. Let k > 0 be 
n 

an integer such tl凶乞ZK2-zく ε.Let s~ : IマエoS)1一→ 1StI be the projection 
n n 

m さt.We define gm : Iマユ。S)I→|マユ。S)I by S~ 0 gm = S~ if t ::; k and 
n n 

Sk ogmこめ ift > k. Let s: : Iマj=oS)I→|マJ=oS)I be the projection. Since 

s::+1 
0 gm+l = g1'川 wecan define the limit map 9 = Fm gm 0 ß~ 0 f : nn→ 

+一一-
n 
マ;三OS)・.Then 9 is a map with d(f， g) <εsuch tl川 imgn h(A) = 0. Hence 

n 

h(A) is a Z-set inマ三OS)ヲsoA is a Z-set in M. Thus infinite deficient closed 

subsets ofμn-manifolds are Z-sets. 

Now we shall show that each Z-set has infinite deficiency. Let {D)}三obe 

a μn-coordinate system of M such that D) = [0，1] for each j三1.Then let 

{Dj}三。 bea sequence of simplicial complexes such that 

D~ = [D~ j =仇 kど()
J l {O} otherwise. 

n n 

Observe that Iマ?と。Djlc Iマ?とoD)1since D) = Di = [0，1] for i，jさ1. We 
n n 

define a map lk : 1 V'1=oD)I ー~I マ?と。 Djl by 

lk(XOヲXl，・・・ ，Xk)=(XOぅO，Xl，O，....，Xk). 
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Then lk is an embedding. 
n n 

1=担 lk:マ三oDj→マTODj. Since each lk is a closed embedding， 1 is also 

Since p;~+2 01k+1 1k， we obtain a sliding map 

a closed embedding and clearly im 1 has infinite deficiency. Thus 1 is actually a 

Z-embedding. 

Next we shall show that the sliding map 1 is properly (η-l)-homotopic to 
n 

Let α:P→マ三ODjbe a proper map仕oman (n -1)-the identity map. 
n 

Since V'j三oDjis LCη-1， we may assume that P is an 

(n -l)-dimensional polyhedron. We construct a homotopy Hk 
: P X [0，1]→ 

n 

V'j=oDj such that 

dimensional space P. 

(1) H~ = qr 0 α，Hf=qF O l O αand 

(2) q~+l 0 Hk+1 and q~ 0 Hk are St(k+1--m)(マユoDj)-close for m三k，

we put To this end， 
n 

|マi=oDjI is the projection. 一一争|マ1=oDjlwhere q::;-

Suppose 

that Hk has been constructed. Since Dk+l is Cn-1-compactum， we can take a 
n 

proper homotopy h k+1 : P X [0， 1]→ I(マj=oDj)XDk+11 so that prohk+1 = Hk， 
n 

qk+1 010 αぅ wherepr : I(マj=oDj)X Dk+11→ 

Hf =qF O αfor t ε[0，1] since qr 010 α=lo O qroα qr 0α. 

o∞ O αand h~+l 
lJk+1 '"' ~ 

As in the proof of Lernma 5.1.1， we can take a 

proper homotopy Hk+1 
: P X [0ヲ1]→|号jz;D3|suchthat H;+1=q広10 α， 

Hf+1=qZ1010α， and q~+1 oHk+1 and q~ oHk are St(k+1-m)(マユoDj)-close

for m三k(recall the definition of the product of sinlplicial complexes). 

n
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Then we define 

Gk = .1im q~ 0 Hj : P X [0，1] -→ |{??=oDj 
3→∞ 

Since {q~ 0 Hj} is uniformly Cauchyヲ Gk is continuous and clearly satisfies 

Moreover， since Gk
. qr 010 αand q~+1 0 Gk+1 qr 0α， G~ G; 

Then the map 
n 

G =l!EGK:P×[O?11→マ;三oDjis a proper homotopy between αand 10α. 

each Hk satisfies the condition (2)， Gk is a proper homotopy. 
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Thus the sliding map 1 is properly (n -l)-homotopic to the identity. 

Let A be a Z -set in M and let f : M →マエ。Djbe a homeomorphism. Since 

the restriction of the sliding map llf(A) : f(A)→ l(j'(A)) is a homeomorphism 

between Z-sets f(A) and l(f(A)) with llf(A) ~;-， l idf(A)， using the Z-set 

u此 notti時 theorem，we have a homeomorphism 9 : Vj三oDj→マ;三oDjsuch 

that g(f(A)) = l(f(A)). This means that A has infinite deficiency since l(f(A)) 

has infinite deficiency. 口

~5.2. PRODUCT STRUCTURE 

Let {Si}乞oand {Ti}立。 besequences of simplicial complexes. We define 

the dn-product ofマ手oSjand 勺~OTj as the limit of the following inverse 

sequence 

ISo Xη 九!と I(号j=oSj)×η(号jニoTj)1~ I(号?=03j)×η(号?=oT〉)|22...ヲ

where αi : 1 (マ;二~Sj) Xη(マj:~Tj)1 一→ I(マj=oSj) Xη(マ;ニoTj) 1 is the canonical 

projection. We denote the limit space by (マ三OSj)ムバマ三oTj ). For a simpli-

cial complex Kヲ wedefine (マ三oSi)ムηK by (マ乞0・5h)ムη(マ乞oKi)，where the 

sequence {Ki}三。 issuch that 1<0 = K and Ki is a point for each i三1.

As in the proof of Proposition 5.1.1， we obtain the following. 

Proposition 5.2.1. Let {Si}~O and {町三obe J1~n-coordinate systems and 

K a simplicial compJex. Then both (マ乞oSi)ムn(マ乞oTdand (マ乞oSi)dηK

areμn _ manifoJds. 

Lemma 5.2.1. Let M and N be Jln-ma凶foJdsand Jet {Si}乞oand {Ti}乞obe 

μn-coordinate systems of M and N respectiveJy. Then the topoJogical type of 

the μn-manifoJd (マ三OSi)ムバマ三oTi)depends onJy on M and N. 

Proof. As is stated in the proof of Proposition 5.1.2， both the projection pr : 

(マ三oSi)dη(マ乞oTi)→ ISoXn Tol and the inclusion i : ISo Xη九!日 ISolX 1九|
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ind uce isomorphism of homotopy groups of dimension < n -1 and of ends 

of dimension三n-1. By [Dr2]， there exists an proper n-invertible UVη-1 

surjection h : V → M x N of some μn-manifold 'V. Note that V is unique 

up to homeomorphism [Cl刈. Let 1 : M → ISol， 9 : N → 1 To 1 be proper 

n-invertible UVn-1-surjections (cf. [Dr2]). Then the composition (1 x g) 0 h : 

V→ 1 So 1 x ITo 1 is also a proper n-invertible UVn-1-surjection. Using the n-
n n 

invertibility of (1 x g) 0 h there is a proper mapα: (マ立。Si)ムη(マ乞oTi)→ v

such that αo (1 x g) 0 h = i 0 pr・ Nowit is easy to see that αis a proper 

map between μn-manifolds which induces isomorphism of homotopy groups of 

dimension ::; n -1 and of end of dimension ::; n -1. Thus V is homeomorphic 

to (マ乞OSi)ムη(マ乞oTi). 口

n n 

We denote the topological type of the μn-manifold (マ三。Si)ムバマ三oTi)by 

MムnN.For a simplicial complex K， the topological type of the μn-manifold 
n 

(マ三OSi)ムnKis unique and we denoted the topological type by MムnK.

Recall that an (n -l)-homotopy kernel of a μ7 

b加ethe complement M ¥I(M) 0ぱfthe image of an e山 itrary Z-embedding 1 : 

M → M with 1ど;-1idM. Using the Z-set unknotting theore爪 two(n -1)-

homotopy kernels of a jLn-manifold are homeomorphic. By Ker(M)， we denote 

a representative of (n -l)-homotopy kernels of M. 

Theorem 5.2.1 (Stability). Let M be a jLn-manifold. Then we have the 

following: 

(1) MムnjLn竺 M 竺 Mムη[0，1]; 

(2) Mムη[0，1)竺 Ker(M).

Proof. Let {Si}立。 and{Ti}三。 beμn-coordinate systems of M and jLn re-

spectively. Take a proper n-invertible uvn-l-surjection 1 M →|ぬ1.Let 

pr : (マ乞OSi)ムη(マ乞oTi)→ ISoxη To 1 and q : 1 SO x九九|一→ ISo1 be the pro-
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jections. Note that q induces isomorphisrns of homotopy groups of dimension 

三n-1 and of ends of dimension三n-1since 1九1is a Cηーl-compactum.Using 
ηn  

the n-invertibility of f， there is a proper map 9 : Cv三。Si)ムη(マ乞oTi)→ M

with q 0 pr = f 0 g. Since f and q 0 pr induce isomorphisms of homotopy groups 

of dimension ~ n -1 and of ends of dimension ~ n -1ヲ also9 does. So we 

have MムnJ.lη竺 M.Similarly we have M 竺 Mムη[0，1]. 

By [Ch3] (cf. [1 w1ヲ Proposition1.4])， there is a proper n-invertible UVηーに

surjection h I{er( M)→ M X [0，1). Let k 1VI → 1 So 1 be a proper n-

invertible UVn-1-surjection (cf. [Dr2]). Then the co:mposition (k X id[o，l)) 0 h : 

Ker(M)→ ISol X [0，1) is also a proper rトinvertibleUVnーl-surjection.Let p : 

(マ乞OSi)ムη(マ立。Ti)→ ISoxn[O， 1)1 and i : ISo Xη[0，1)1<-→ISo xTol be the pro-
n n 

jection and the inclusion respectively. Note that i 0 p' : (マ三oSi)ムバマ三oTi)→

ISo x [0，1)1 induces the isomorphisms of homotopy groups of dimension三n-1

and of ends of dimension三n-1. The n-invertibility of (k x id[o，l)) 0 h al10ws 
n n 

凶 totake a proper map k : (マ立。 Si)ムη(マ~oTi) → Ker(M) w hich ind uces 

the isomorphisms of homotopy groups of dimension < n -1 and of ends of 

dimension三n-1.Thus Mムη[0，1)is homeomorphic to I{er(M). 口

A space X is called properly k-contrαctible to∞provided that for any com-

pactum K in X， there is a proper map jK X → X¥K w hich is properly 

k-homotopic to idx・ Wesay X is properly locally k-contractible at∞if for 

any compactum K c Xヲ thereis a compactum L C X with K c L such 

that for each compactum L' c X with L c L'， there exists a proper map 

jL': X¥L → X¥L' which is properly k-homotopic to idx¥L in X¥K. 

A J.l n -manifold M is called a μ~ -manifold if M is properly (n -1 )-contracti-

ble to∞and properly locally (n -1 )-contractible at∞.μ二-manifolds were 

characterized topologically in [1w1] as follows: A μn-mani{old M is a μ二-

mani{old i{ and only i{ M 竺 Ker(M).Thus Theorem 5.2.1 characterizes μユー
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manifolds in terms ofムn-product，that is: 

Corollary 5.2.1. M is a μ二-manifoJd i[ and onJy i[ M 竺 Mムη[0，1).

The formulation above is quite natural because the (n -1)申 homotopykernels 

were defined as the corresponding notion of “[0，1 )-stable" Q-manifolds for μη. 

manifolds [Ch3]. 
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VI. GROUP ACTIONS AND FIXED POINTS 

Let G be a compact zero-dimensional topological group with the unit element 

e. An action of G on a space X is called free (resp. semi-free) if， for each 

Z εXぅthei制 ropygroup Gx = {gεG I gx = x} is trivial (resp. either trivial 

or is all of G). It is known that each n-dimensional Me時 ermanifold (μn 

manifold) admits a free G田 action[Dr3]， [S2]. Also in his paper [S3]， K. Sakai 

has constructed a semi-free G-action on the n-dimensional universal Menger 

compactumμηand has obtained the following: For each Z-set X inμペthere

exists a semi-free G-action on μη such that X お ;the五xedpoint set of any 

gεG ¥{e}. In the same paper， he asked whether the result above is still true 

for any closed su bset X ofμη. 

On the other hand， it is known [M] that the Hilbert cube Q has the complete 

invariance property with respect to homeomorphisms， where a space X has the 

complete invαnαnce property with respect to homeo~morphisms (CIPH) if each 

non-empty closed subset of X is the fixed point set of some autohomeomorphism 

of X. Since μηis recognized as a finite dimensional analogue of Qヲthefollowing 

question naturally arose [CKT2， Problem 6.4.3]: 1s h true that μη has C1PH? 

In the present chapter， we construct semi-free (i-actions on μn-manifolds， 

on their pseudo-interiors and on their pseudo-boundaries. The main purpose of 
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this chapter is to give the affirmative answers to the questions above as follows: 

For each closed subset X of aμn-manifold M， there exists a semi-企eeG-action 

on M such that X is the五xedpoint set of any 9 εG  ¥{ e} (Theorem 6.1.1). 

Using the idea of infinite deficiency， we can construct G-invariant Z-skeletoids 

lnμ凡 manifolds，where a subspace A of a G-space X is called (G-)inωriant 

provided that A = {9α19εG，αε A}. This allows us to obtain the pseudo-

interiors and the pseudo-boundaries versions of the theorem above as follows: 

Let 1ノ(M)(resp. :E(M)) be a pseudo-interior (resp. a pseudo-boundary) of a J-Ln-

manifold M. Then for each closed subset X ofzノ(M)(resp. :E(M))， there exists 

a semi-企eeG-action on 1ノ(M)(resp. :E(M)) such that X おthe五xedpoints set 

of any 9 εG  ¥{ε} (Corollary 6.2.2). As a consequence， every μn-manifold 

admits a free G-action with a G-invariant pseudo-interior and a G-invariant 

pseudo-boundary (Theorem 6.2.2). 

~6.1. FIXED POINT SETS OF SEMI-FREE ACTIONS 

In this section， we consider semi-free actions on Menger manifolds. Let X 

be a space and let f : X → X be a map. A closed subset A of X is called 

the fixed point set 01 f if A = {xεX  I f(x) = x}. The main purpose of this 

section is to prove the following theorem which gives the affirmative answer to 

the question of [83]. 

Theorem 6.1.1. Let G be a compact separable zero-dimensional group with 

the unit element e. For each c10sed subset X of a μ11. _ manifold M， there exists 

a semi-企eeG-action on M such that Xおthe五xedpoint set of any 9εG¥{e}. 

Proof. By Pontryagin's theorem [Po， ~46 ， C]， G can be represented as the 

inverse limi t of an inverse seq uence 

Go よ~ G1よ:..-G2よ乙 G3ご三-一-
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consisting of non-trivial finite groups. 

Step 1. Construction of a μn-manifold. 

Let Lk be an (n -1 )-connected finite simplicial complex with free G k-action 

(cf. [82]). Then Lk = Lk X [0，1] is also an (n -l)-connected finite simplicial 

complex with free G k-actio孔 Weidentify s(Lk) with Lk X {O}. Then the free 

Gk-action on Lk induces the canonical semi-free Gk-action on the cone Vk女 Lk

so that the vertex Vk is the one and only one fixed point. One should note that 

s(Lk) (resp.川女 β(Lk))is an invariant subset for each free (resp. semi-free) 

Gk-action on Lk (resp.川女Lk).

By Theorem 1.2.4 and the triangulation theorem for μ凡 manifolds[Be]， we 

can take a P L-manifold IMo 1 with the triangulation Mo and an n-invertible 

proper UVn-1-surjection f Mu : M ¥X→ IMo 1 satisfying the following: 

(i) f玩(L)is a μn-manifold for each closed subpolyhedron L of IMol and 

(ii) f式(Z)is a Z-set in f式(L)for each closed :subcomplex L of IMol and 

for each Z-set Z in L. 

Take a tower {Uk}之。 offir山esubcomplexes of Mo so that 

00 

|仇1c intlM，υdUk+11， 1同 1= lJ同|

and IUkl is a compact PL-submanifold of IMol such that 

IWkl = cllM，υ1(IMol¥|仇 1)川Ukl

is a Z-set in each of IUkl¥intlMullUkー11and IUk+ll¥intlMIυIIUkl (U-1 =日).

Let Wk be the triangulation of 1 Wk 1 ind uced by九10・ ByK k we denote the 

triangulation of 1 Uk 1¥intlMullUk-11 induced by Mo・Putkj=kr)wf=wjn)

and BJ = Wl for each j三0，where J<Jn
) denotes the n-skeleton of Kj・ We

define an n-dimensional simplicial complex Po as foUows: 

九 =K;LJB3kfUB?K2LJB2K;UB3・
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Assume that K;-l， Wf-l and B;-l have been constructed for each j三o.

Note that for each integer k 三0，there are non-negative integers i and 1 such 

that L~ニoαυ= 兄=0α +1< ε出 αand that the integers i and 1 are 

uniquely defined by k. Hence we define functions入ヲ 8:Z三0 → Z~O so that 

入(k)

k=乞α+8(k)， 0三8(k)三入(k)

Then we define Kjヲ W/and Bj as follows: 

(K;-l X IL泌)(η) j < 8(k)， 

( (Kぶ!×L;jC)
Kj = ~\\ 

U (EVA:;×(djfH初))yη)j=6(k)， 
wぷJ×L;j;;、 ， ノノ

グ(K;-l) j > 8(k)， 

(wf-ILMK))(n) 
X lL6(k) j < 8(k)， 

W/ = ~ W6k(γ{ 入~:{} )× U6(k) j=8(k)， 

s(Wj
k-1

) j > 8(k)， 

(wf-1×P(Lm))(η) j < 8(k)， 

Bf=(wf(71{λ~:;} = W6( ) X 勺(k)) = vv 6(k) j = 8(k)， 

グ(W;-l)= w/ j > 8(k)， 

where IL~ (resp. L~) is a copy of ILj (resp. Lj) for each i. Note that Wj
k (resp. 

Bj) is a subcomplex of Kj (resp. Wj
k). Then we define an n-dimensional 

simplicial complex Pk as follows: 

九 =K~ UB!，; Kf UB~O K; UB~ K; UB~ ・。 1

Let r~_l : IPk I一→ IPk-llbe the map induced by the canonical projections 

IKjl→ IK;-ll. Note that each projections r・t-Il:lkf|→ IKJ-ll and r~_l l1 : 

IBjl→ IB;-ll induce isomorphisms of homotopy groups of dimく π-1
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Put 

N=!!旦{I凡1，イ+1}之0'

Nj=担{IKj1， rZ+11 }乞0引

Bj = ~{IBj 1， rZ+111 }之o

for each j. By the construction， we have 

N = No UBo N1 UB
1 
N2 UB2 N3しJB3 • 

Clairn 1.1.1. N的、v勺Tらjand B鳥ja創r陀-eμJ.Lnη凡n_I仁-寸manifoldゐsf必伽b討reach j. 

Sublernrna. For each map f : lBη → IKJ-11 and each map 9 : sn-1→|昨|

with rt-19 = fISn-
1， there exist an extension 9 : :!Aη → IKj 1 of 9 such that 

rt-19 and f are St(s(KJ-1)，St(s2(KJ-1)))ー仇se.In partiωlar， we can take 

h so that r':n9 and 1・':n-1f are St(sk-m(Kj)， St(sk-m-1(Kj)))-close， for m ::; 

k -1. 

Proof 01 Sublemmα. We show the case j = 8(k). Put 

K = (1¥ぐ寸fア一1川x1LザJJ;
予vバ1.，て一 lxl.λ(1.，)

子=IKJ-1 u (Wjk-1X[O，1])1 

and 

噌-×
 

d
w
J
 

‘、、、‘、‘

〈

T一一T
 

Note that K is a finite simplicial complex such that K(η) = Kj. Since IKIハ¥ 
! Wf 一1 X {vイ;アア(伏川k刈吋)

Tx 1匹L吋;γ(伏例川k刈刊)1 be the restriction of 9， where S' = sn-1 ¥ 9-1 (Wj
k
-
1 

X {'l グ
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P~ : T x 11Lア)1→ T be the projection. Then P~ can be extended to the map 

P1: K→ T so that 

PIllT×L?(刊=p~ and P1(Xイ(k))= (り))for x εwf-1 

Let P2 :子→ IKJ-11be the canonical map such山 t

p211KJ-11 = id and P2(X，t) = x for (x，t)ε: IWj
k
-
1 x [0，1] 1. 

One should note that P仇 IIKjl= rZ-1・

Let v be a vertex of 1L吋[しりJグ;(伏例k刈). W恥ei油d白ent均 |医Kff一11川Wl泊t仕山hl医Kfア「一→1X刈{v刷}引Ic引|附K吟jlト. 

Note that 1 1L~(k)1 is AE(n) since it is (伊η 一1り)-c∞onne

exists a homotopy h 1 : S' X [0， 1]→ IIL;(k) I such that hO = g2 and ht = v. We 

define h2 : S' X [川→ TX 11L;(k)1 by h2(x， t) = (gi(x)川 (x，t)). Then h2 is a 

homotopy such that 

h6 = gl， hi = Plgl and P1h; = Plgl for any t ε[0，1]. 

Let H1 : sn-l X [0，1] -→ IKI be the extension of h2 such that 

H1(x， t) = g(x) for x εg-1 (W;-1 X {イ(刈})ヲ tε[0，1] 

Since rk-1g f and P2P1g rZ-1g fISn-
1， using the [O，l]-factor， we 

obtain the canonical homotopy H2 
: Sηー1X [0，1]→ fsuch that HZ=PIg， 

Hf flSn-
1 and P2H; flSn

-
1 for t ε[0， 1]. Define a homotopy H 

sn-1 X [0，1] -→ K by 

r H1(x，2t) 0三t三1/2ぅ

(x， t) = ~っ
l H"2(xヲ2t-1) 1/2~;t 三1.

Then H is a homotopy such that Ho = g， H1 = flSn-
1 and P2P1Ht = flSn-

1 

for tε[0，1]. By the essentiality ofmaps [HW] (cf. [GHW])， there is a homotopy 

h:Sη-1 X [0，1]→ IKjl such that ho = g，ん=.fISn
-
1 and ht and Ht are 
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Kj-close for t ε[0， 1]. Then rZ-1 ht and flSnー1are グ(K;-l)-close by our 

definition for t ε[0，1]. 

Choose η> 0 so that f(x) and f(y) are St(s2(K;-1))-close whenever IIx一

yllく η，x，y εlAn
. Take t > 0 so that 1 -t <ηand let ε= (1 -t)/2. 

f' :lAn → K and g: lAη → IKjl by 

( f(x) 

f' (x) = ~ f ( ( 1
山一ε);l出了+t)2_!)x)

l H(T苦1T
，H叫)

( f(x) 

g(x) = ~ f((11-t-E);出?)2-!)x)

l h(向，己当)

0三Ilxll三t，

t三IIxll~ t + e， 

t+ε三IIxll三1.

o ~ IIxll ~ t， 

t三Ilxll三t+ε，

t+ε三Ilxll~ 1. 

Define 

Then f' and 9 are well-defined maps and are extensions of 9. Observe that 

d-Ir and Tt-19areグ(K;-l)-close and 

( f(x) 

イー1f' (x) = ~ f ((山-t出e+t)2-!)x)

l f(向)

Since Ilx 一べ(山一イ寸ε吋勺)1;出;Y「γε
叶川+村刊t吟小)

o ~ Ilxll ~久

t三Ilxll~ t+ε? 

t+ε三IIxll~ 1. 

for t + e三Ilxll~ 1， rZ-1f' and f are St(s2(K;-1))-close， i.e 

k β(K;-l)
た 1"1 St(β

2(K~~-1)) 
1" 

η-19 ←→日-lJ ←→ J 

Thus rZ-1g and f are St(グ(K;-l)，St(s2(K;-1)))-.close. The rest parts are 

now obvious from our definitions. 口

Proof of Claim 1.1.1. Note that Nj and Bj are locally compact. Thus all 

we have to do is to check the conditions of Bestvina's characterization. The 

proo色ofthe ル dimensionalityand the DDηP of Nj are the same with [GHW， 

Theorem 1] and we left to the reader. We only show that Nj is LCn-1 because 

the proof for Bj is essentially the same. 
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Let x εNj be a point and let U C Nj be a neighborhood of x. Then there is 

an open neighborhood UN of XN = rN(x) in IKfl such that (rN)-l(UN) C U 

for some N εN. Take αどN and a neighbor hood V of xαso that 

St4(rお(V)，sa-NKj) C UN. 

Since IKj 1 is AN  R， there is a neighborhood W C 1/ of Xa such that any map 

from sn-1 to W can be extended to a map from IA九 toV. Let f : sn-1→ lVj 

be a map such that f (snー1)C (r~)-l(W) C U. Then there is an extension 

9a : IAη → V of r~ f. For i <仏 let9i = 1・f9α:IAη → IKjl.Using Sublemma， 

we can ind uctively construct extensions 9i : IAη → IKj 1 of ri f so that r:n9i 

and r!;19m，_1 are St(グ-m，(Kj)，St(si-m，-l(Kj)))心losefor m ~ i -1， iさα.

Since t he seq uence {rλ9i}立。 isuniformly convergence， the limit map hm， 

1imi→∞ T;719t:Bη → X m， is continuous and c1early satisfies the conditions 

r:_1hm hm，-l and hmlS← 1 = r~ f. Then h == !im hm : IAn→ Nj is an 
+一一-

extension of f. Since ん and9a is St4 (sα-N  Kj )-c1ose， 

TごhN(IAη)=hα(IAη)C St4(rお(V)，sα--NKj)C UN. 

Thus we have h(IAn) c U. Hence Nj is LCη-1 口

Claim 1.1.2. Bj is a Z-set in each of Nj and Nj+1 for each j. 

Prool 01 Claim 1.1.2. Roughly speaking， the c1aim fol1ows from the fact that 

Bj is infinite deficient1 in each of Nj and Nj+1・ 1Weonly show that Bj is a 

Z-set in N j • Let 1 : rrn→ Nj be a map and let ε> 0 be given. Choose io so 

that乞乙。 2-l<εand 8(io)， 8(io + 1)三j+1. For each k ~ io， let 9k = rrf: 

P → IKjl. Let v be a vertex of L況な Since1昨 1x {(い)}C IK;川 1，we 

1 The notion infinite deficiency in μn-manifolds was intJroduced in [Iw2] to characterize 

Z-sets in μn-manifolds in terms of infinite-deficiency (cf. [An3]) 
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define a map gio+1 : IIη → IKJo+11 as follows: 

giO+1(X) = (gio(X)川 1)ε|昨|× ldK3|×[川(三|昨|× lUZ3|)

Using the fact that r!+1 IK;+11一→ IKjI is a retraction for each k， we can 

choose a ma p 9 k IIn→ IKjl (k三io+ 1) so that gk 二 7T1gk+1・ Then

g=!hgk:Eη → Nj is a map e-ωse to f・Byour construction of Bj， it is 

easy to see that g(lIn) n Bj = 0. This finishes the proof of Claim 1.1.2. 口

Step 2. Construction o[ a homeomorphism between N and M ¥X. 

Let ivj=.G:(lK3|)and長j= f記(lm|)=Rjn Nj+1・ThenNj andえ
are compact J.ln-manifolds by (i) and Bj is a Z-set in each of Nj and Nj+1 

by (ii). 8ince f uυis n-invertibleぅ thereis a map Pj IKJ I→ Nj such that 

fMoPj = idlKYI・Observethat Pj induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups of 

dim三n-1. Then rj = pjrul : Nj→ Nj and rj = pjrul : Bj→ Bj are maps 

between compact μn-manifolds that induce isomorphisms of homotopy groups 

of dim <η-1. 

By the classification theorem for μ川 nanifolds[Be， 2.8.6]， there exist home-

omorphisms ho No→ No and So Bo → Bo such that ho ^J

η-1 ro and 

So ^Jnー1r~. Then we have 

hnS;:1 η-1 __ _-1 ー1ηー

OSo 竺 TOSo=ToS021dE0.

Using the Z-set unknotti碍 theorem[Be， 3.1.4]， there is a homeomorphism 

f~: No → No such that f~ I長。 =hos0
1. Then (f~)--1Iho(Bo) = SOh01Iho(Bo)・

In fact， for each X εf川Bo)，we can represent X as hos0
1(y) for some y ε長。

since f~ (長。)= hos0
1(長。)= ho(Bo). 80 we have 

(f~)-1(X) = (f~) 一 1ho s0 1 (y) = (f~)-1 f~(y) = y = soh0
1(x). 
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Thus ん (f~)-1ho No → No is a homeomorphism such that fo I Bo 

~，n-1 _， 
SO ~'- ~ ro・

Assume that fj-1 : Nj-1→ Nj-1 has been constructed so that fj-1IBj-2 = 

fj-2IBj-2 and fj-1IBj-1ゾー1T;-1(B-1=日).As beforeヲ thereexist home-

omorphisms hj Nj→ lVj and sj:Bj→ B3such that h32η-1 rj and 

Sj♂ -1 rj. Then the mapむ=fj-1 U Sj : Bj-1 U Bj→ Bj-1 U Bj is such 

thatら♂一1T;since771Bj-1=づ-1・Hencewe have 

hj(む)-1ご η-IT3・(ら)-1♂ -1idEJ
ーlUEj・

By the Z-set unknotting theorem， there is a horneomorphism刀:lVj →

Nj such that fjlBj-1 U Bj hj(む)-1. Note that (fj)-1Ihj(Bj_1 U Bj) = 

(ら)-1hj Iんi(Bj-1U Bj). Thenん=(fj)-1 hj : Nj -→Nj is a homeomorphism 

such that fjlBj-1 =ら(hj)-1hjIBj_1=むIBj-1=ん-1and fj IBj =ちIBj= 

Sj竺
ηー 1

づ-
Thus the map f N → M ¥)( defined by flNj んisa well-defined 

homeomorphism. 

Step 3. Construction of a semi-free G-action. 

First we shall define a free G-action on N. Let 

Gj = {(州)， • • • ， 'P j -1 (g)， g) 
I 9

εGj} 

Since flNj =ん:Nj→ Nj is a homeomorphism between compacta， we can 

inductively obtain an increasing sequence 1く i(O)< i(l) < i(2) < i(3) <・

of natural numbers satisfying the following: 

(A) if x， yεNj and d(x， y) < 2-ω) then d(f(x)， f(y)) < 2-j. 

In casezfLLα+j55三乞fZ1)α+j，I同R刊|川haωs1L叫;ア
(υωl
り勺)

each 1三jand does not have 1L~m) (or v~m) * 1L~m))-factor for any m 三j+1.
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We define a Gj-action using the盟主 Gl-actionsof lL;(l) and v:(l) * JL;(l)， 1三J.

Let ( =乞仏α+j. Then入(()= i(j) and c5(() == j. Observe that Gj acts 

freely on 

IK&I UIB~I … U|BL||kj|\ (r~)勺

and acts trivially on 

(イ)-l(WJ)U (IK]+ll U1B]+11IK]+21 U1B]+21…)・

In part ic ular 

(B) Gjωs  freely on IK&I UIB~I ・ U 1B]_21 IK;-ll and削 strivially on 

IKJ+11 U1B;+11IKJ+21 U1B]+21 

Considering G as the diagonal subgroup of rr~O(i川 we define a G-action on 

N as follows: 

(90，91 ，のγ ・・ )(xo，X1， X2ぃ・・)=(gizoJ;Z1?g;Z2v・・)，

where X~ ε IP~ I and 9~ (90，91，92， . .. ，の)for eachご斗α+j55三

zf51)α+ j. For l三j-1 and I:~2。 α +l 三ござ玄白1)α + l， G~ acts 

trivially on 

|KL|U|BL||KLlU|BL| ーコ IKfI U1B] I IKJ+11 U1B;+11・・・

by (B). Hence if x = (xo， X1， X2γ・・)ε Njand 9 εG then 

gz=(g;zoJh139;Z2?・・・)

and 9~Xk = Xk for each k三乞fLLα+j-1SincezfLLα +j-1三i(j)+ 1， 

we have 

(C) d(9X， x) < 2-i(j) whenever X εNj，9εG. 
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Now it is easy to see that the G-action on N is free. 

We define a function 8 : G x M → Mby 

。(ρ)= { ~gf-l(X Z εM¥X， 
Z εJC. 

Then 8 is continuous. In fa叫 let{(gi' Xi) }ご1 be a sequence such that 

XiεM  ¥X  and limi→∞(gi， Xi) (go， xo)εX. For a given ε>  0， take 

)1 > 0 so that 2-)1く ε/2and d(xo， Xi)く c/2for i三J1・ Let)2 > )1 be 

such that Xi tj. Uι。Nj for i三J2・ Sincef(Nj) =以内)= N.ゎ wehave 

f-1 (Xi) tj. U;~oNj for i三)2. By (C)， d(f-1(Xi)，gif-1(山))< 2-i(j1) for 

tさJ2・By(A)， we have 

d(θ(gi， Xi)ヲXi)= d(fgif-1(Xi)， ~ri) 

= d (f gif-1 (Xi)， .f f-1 Xi) 

< 2-)1 

<ε/2 

for i 三J2・Thenfor each i 三J2，

d(θ(gi， Xi)ぅθ(gO，XO)) = d (θ(gi， XふXo)

Moreover， for 9ヲg'εG，X ε M  ¥X， 

三d(θ(gi，X小山)+ d(Xi， XO) 

<ε/2 +ε/2 

二二 ε.

。(g'，8(g， x)) = fg' f-1 (fgf-.1(X)) 

= fg'gf-1(X) 

=θ(g'gヲX).
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Thus e defines a G-action on M. Clearly， the action θis semi-free and satisfies 

our required condition. The proof is finished. 口

Rβcall that a space X has the complete invariαnce property with respect to 

homeomorphisms (CIPH) if each non-empty closed subset of X is the fixed point 

set of some autohomeomorphism of X. As a direct consequence of Theorem 

2.1， we obtain the affirrr削 iveanswer to the questions [CKT2， Problems 6.4.3， 

6.4.4]. 

Corollary 6.1.1. Every μn-manifold has CIPH. 

36.2. PSEUDO-INTERIORS AND PSEUDO-BOUNDARIES 

Let M be a μ川 nanifold. By ZM (resp. ZM ):， we denote the collection 

of all Z-sets (resp. all compact Z-sets) in M. A ZM-absorber A of M is 

called a psωdo-boundary of M and the complement M ¥A is called a ps eudo-

interior of M (cf. [Ch2]， [CKT1]). In case M is co:mpact， every ZM-skeletoid 

is a ZM-absorber， therefore a pseudo-boundary of M since ZM(三 ZM)is a 

perfect collection. The uniqueness of topological types of pseudo-boundaries 

(pseudo-interiors) follows from [BPぅ Chap.IV， Theorem 2.1]. According to 

[CKT1]， the topological type of a pseudo-interior l.1(μn) of μηis eq ual to the 

n-dimensional Nるbelingspace vη. The following criterion is a modification of 

[CKT1， Proposition 3.3.11]. 

Proposition 6.2.1. Let M be a compact j.Ln-manifold and let {Ai}三1 be a 

tower of Z-sets in M with the following properties: 

(1) Vε> 0，ヨm> 0 such that Am is ε-dense in M， 

(2) Aiお aZ-set in each of Ai+l and M， 

(3) {Ad乞1おequi-LCn-1and 

(4) Aiおaμη-manifold
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Then {Ai}乞1 お aZM-skeleton of M， i.e.， the union U乞lAiお apseudo-

boundary of M. 

Proof. Let e > 0 be a positive number and let Z be a Z-set in M. We fix a 

member Ak of {Ad乞1・ Since {Ai}乞1is equi-LC川一1，there exists a positive 

number 6 <ε/2 such that for any 6-close two maps J， 9 : Z n Ak→ Ai with an 

extension J : Z → Ai of J， there exists an extension 9 : Z → Ai of 9 such that 

9 and J are ε/2-close for any i εN. As in the proof of [Dr1， Lemma 2.1]， we 

can take a mapγ :Z → Aj so that d(γ，idz) < 6 for some j > k by (1) and (3). 

Note that znAk is a Z-set in Aj by (2). Since d(γIZnAk， idznAk) < 6ヲthereis 

amapγ': Z → Aj such that ゲIznAk= idznA J.~ a吋 d(ずうγ)< e/2. By (4)ぅwe

may assume that ゲisa Z-embedding using the Z.-embedding approximation 

theorem [Be]. Then d (γヘidz)三d(γγ)+ d(γ，idz) < 6 +ε/2 < e・ Thusthe 

proposition follows from Proposition 1.1.口

The next proposition follows from the standard arguments using the fact 

that everyμn-manifold is locally compact， so we ornit the proof. 

Proposition 6.2.2. Every Zu-absorber in M is also a ZM-absorber in M， 

i.e.， a pseudo-boundary of M. 

Theorem 6.2.1. Let X be a c10sed subset of aμn -.manifold M and let G be a 

compact separable zero-dimensional group with the unit element e. Then there 

exist a semi-free G-action of M and a G-invariant pseudo-boundary ~(M) of 

M such that X お the五xedpoint set of any 9 εG  ¥{e}. 

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6.1.1ヲ werepresent the group G as the 

inverse limit of an inverse sequence 

Go ご~ G1 よ~ G2ご乙 G3ご

consisting of non-trivial finite groups. 
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Let Lk be an (n -1 )-connected finite sirnplicial cornplex with free G k-action. 

Put Lk = Lk X [0，1] and Lk = Lk X [0，1]. Note that Lk， Lk and Lk are 

all (η-1 )-connected finite sirnplicial cornplex with free G k-action and that 

s(Lj) = Lj X {O} (resp. s2(Lj) =グ(Lj)X {O}) is an invariant subset of Lj 

(resp.グ(Lj))for each j. 

The G岨 actionon M we used here is essentially the sarne with the one con-

structed in the proof of Theorern 6.1.1. So， in what follows， we use the notation 

given in the proof of Theorern 6.1.1. The only difference is that we use Lj (resp. 

Lj) in place of 1しj(resp. Lj)， i.e.， 

kf= 

(kf-1×Lm)(η) 

((Kぶ;×LNU)
j < 8(k)， 

u .." (W6
k(k) X刈(U;ばjr;;ド犬ιL叫;j幻;U;)吋)リ)(n)い川η吋)j= 6κ附削(伏例kめ)

Wι;い×L〈;j幻;U;/
グ(K;-l) j > 8(k)， 

(wflt(k))(η) 
X L6{k) j < 8(k)， 

Wj
k
= ~ Wぷ~ X {入(た(})× U6(k) j = 8(k)， 

グ(W/-1
) j > 8(k)， 

(W
j
k-1 Xβ(Lね))(η) j < 8(k)， 

Bj = ~ Wぷ~ X {入(k)}wf) X t V6{k) j = j = 8(k)ヲ

グ(W/-1
)= W/ j > 8(k)， 

where L; (resp. L;) is a copy of Lj (resp. Lj) for each l. And the G-action is 

induced by the Gl-action of L;(l)， l三O.

Let vj = No UBo N1 UB
1 

••• UBj_l Nj. First we shall constructed a tower 

{A点)}乏1of Z -sets of巧satisfyingthe following: 

(α) Ve > 0，ヨm> 0 such that Aj(m) isε-dense in巧ヲ
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(b) Aj(i) is a Z-set in each of Aj(i + 1) and Vj， 

(c) {A点)}乞1is equi-LCn
-
1 and 

(d) Aj(i) is a μ人 manifold.

Let Rj(t)=kj，sj(t)=wf and cj(t)=Bjfor each t三1，j三o.Assume 

that R;(i)ぅs;(i) and C; (i) have been constructed for 1三k-1， k三1.Then 

we define R; (i)ヲ Sj(i)and Cj(i) as follows: 

R;(i) = 

(R;-l(i) x .c;(i)) (η) Rj叩)×£?れ))

((附)x将(k)(i))

jく 8(k)，

出 (tkJ仰)x (イル ~，~(k)叫)い j=8似
グ(R;-l(i)) j > 8(k)， 

(S;-l(i) x .c;(i)) (η) sf-1(t)×勾(i) j < 8(k)， 

s j ( i) = ~ S; (k) ( i) x {λ(k)} )~Z) X tV6('k) j = 8(k)， 

グ(S;-l(i)) j > 8(k)， 

(S;-l(i) x Ji;(i)) (η) sj-10)×持(i) Ji < 8(k)， 

Cj(i)ニ {s;司(i) x {v; ((: {} = S j ( i) JI = 8(k)ヲ

グ(S;-l(i))= Sj(i) JI > 8(k)ヲ

where 

(ヨmεZ)[k = m . 2i]， 
~;(i) =似)

Z) = 1 Lλ(k) 
otherwise， 6(k) 

(ヨmεZ)[k = m ・2t
]，

兵3，(t)= 6(k) 
s(lL入(k)) otherwise. 6(k) 

We define a simplicial complex Aj(i) as follows: 

A;(i) = R~ (i) Uct~ (i) R~(i) Uct~ (i) ・・ -LJcf-1(t)Rf(0 ・
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Note that for each i三1，Rj(i)， Sj(i) and Cj(i) are subcomplex of Kj， Wj
k 

and Bj respectively and Rj (i) n WJ = Cj (i). Hence Aj (i) is a subcomplex of 

Kt UBE---UBL1kf，i.e.，iAj(t)|C凡.Moreover， since IRj(i)1 c IRj(i + 1)1 

and Rj(i) n WJ = Cj(i)ぅ IAj(i)1is a subset of IAj(i + 1)1. It is easy to see that 

r~_l (IAj(i)l) c IA;-l(i)l. Thus we can define Aj(i) as the inverse limit of the 

following inverse sequence 

IA~ (i )1 ilIA;(i)1 3lIA;(i)1 d!-IA](i)1 :l!-••• • 

Since IAj(i)1 = IKjl for each k三2t
- 1 and 1・t-11: IAj(i)1→ 1 A; -1 ( i) I is 

a retraction， {Aj (i)} ~1 satisfies the condition (α)・ SinceIAj(i)1 c IK~ UBt 

・・ uB7_1Kjl， Aj(i) is a subset of巧.Also， Aj(i) is a subset of Aj(i+1) since 

IAj(i)1 c IAj(i + 1)1. As in the proofs of Claim 1.1.1 and Claim 1.1.2， one 

can see that the tower {A点)}乞1satisfies the conditions (b)， (c) and (d). The 

reason that we use Lk instead of Lk is to construct {Aj (i)}乞1satisfying the 

condition (b). Thus {Aj(i)}乏1is a Z巧-skeletonof vj by Proposition 6.2.1. 

We remark that each Aj (i) is an invariant subspace of Yj. 

Next we shall construct an invariant pseudo-boundary of M. Put Aj 

U乞lAj(i).

Claim 2.1.1. A' = U三oAjis a ZiI¥x -skeletoid (三 ZiI¥x-absorber)in M¥x. 

Proof of Clαim 2.1.1. We note that {Vj}手。 isa cornpact tower ofμn-manifolds 

such that U三o巧=M¥Xand Vj C intM¥XYj+1・LetB εZiI¥x and let U be 

an open collection of M ¥X. Then there is jo > 0 such that B c intM¥xYjo・

Note that B is a Z-set in Yjo. Since Ajo is a Z-skeletoid of Yjo' there is a 

homeomorphism h :巧。→ Vjosuch that hlVjυn (c:lM¥x((M¥x)¥Vjo) = id， 

hl(uU) n Yjo is UIYjo-close to id and h(B n (UU)) c Ajo・Inparticular， we may 

assume that h can be extended to a homeomorphism h : M ¥X→ M ¥x so 

that hlclM¥x((M¥X)¥Yjo) = id. Then the homeomorphism h is such that 
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hl(M¥X)¥(UU) = id， hl U U is U-close to id and h(B n (UU)) c A'. Thus A' 

也aZM¥x-absorberin M ¥X. 口

Let A be a ZM-skeletoid in M. (The existence of a ZM-skeletoid (三 ZM-

absorber) in M is assured. In fact， one can easily construct such a ZM-skeletoid 

as in Claim 2.1.1.) Since ZM I M ¥X=ZM¥x and zb¥x is a perfect collection， 

An  (M¥X) is a ZM¥X由 skeletoidin M ¥X by Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 

1.3.2， there is a homeomorphism γ:M → M such thatγ(A') = A n (M¥X) 

and γIx = id. Let ~(M) = A' U (X n A). Then γ(~(M)) = A and ~(M) 

is an invariant subspace of M since A' is invariant and X is the fixed points 

set of any 9 εG  ¥{e}. Thus ~(M) is an invariant ZM-skeletoid of M. By 

Proposition 6.2.2 ヲ ~(M) is an invariant pseudo-boundary of M. The proof is 

finished. 口
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The proof of Theorem 6.2.1 gives the following. 

Corollary 6.2.1 (cf. [CI{T1]). Every J.ln-manifold has a pseudo申 interiorand 

a pseudo-boundary. 

Corollary 6.2.2. Let zノ(M)(resp. ~(M)) be a pseudo-interior (resp. a pseudo-

boundary) of aμn-manifold M. Let G be a compact separable zero-dimensional 

group witb the unit element e. Then for each c10sed subset X of zノ(M)(resp. 

~(M)) ， there exists a semi-free G-action on 1ノ(M)(resp. ~(M)) such that X 

is tbe五xedpoint set of any 9 εG  ¥{e }. 

Proof. We shall give the proof only forν(1¥1) because the proof for ~(M) 

is similar. Let X be a closed subset of zノ(M)and put X = ClMX and B = 

M¥v(M). By Theorem 6.1.1， there exists a semi-free G-action 8 : Gx M → M 

with a G-invariant pseudo-boundary A of 1¥1 such that X is the fixed point 

set of any 9 εG  ¥{e}・ SinceA n (M¥X) and B n (M¥X) are ZM¥Y 

absorbers， there exists a homeomorphism h : M → M such that hlX = id x 

and h(B n (M¥X))=An(M¥X). Then the map 8' : G x M → M defined 

by 8'(g， x) = h-18(g， h(x)) redefines a semi-free Ci-action on M. In fact， for 

z εM and 9ヲg'εG，

。，(仰'(μ))=θ，(山叫g，h(x)))

= h-18(山 h-1θ(g，h(x)))

= h-1θ(仰 (g，h(x)))

= h-1θ(g' g， h( x)) 

=θ'(g'g， x). 

Since {θ(g， x) I 9εG， x ε M  ¥A} =M  ¥A and ]v[¥A = h(ν(M))， it follows 

that 8'(G xσ(M)) =σ(M). It is easy to see that玄={xεM I 8' (g， x) = x } 
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for any 9εG¥{e}. Thus 8v =ザ IGxν(M)is the 同 quiredsemi喧 freeG-action 

on v(M). 口

If we take X =日 inTheorem 3.1， the proof gives the following: 

Theorem 6.2.2. Every μn-manifold admits a 企eeG-action with a G-invariant 

pseudo-boundary for any compact zero-dimensional group G. 

Corollary 6.2.3. Every pseudo-interior v(M) (resp. pseudo-boundary :E(M)) 

of a μn-manifold M admits a企eeG-action for any compact zero-dimensional 

group G. 
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